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INTRODUCTION
Beaver Sports have been established since 1982 & have grown
to be one of Europe's largest & most respected suppliers to
the diving trade. This has been achieved through our
commitment to supplying top quality goods backed by our
undisputed, second to none customer service from our
modern 40,000 square feet custom built facilities in the heart
of the UK.
We produce Europe's highest quality wet, semi dry & dry suits,
manufactured to our exacting quality control standards. We
also supply a huge selection of the best diving equipment &
accessories from all over the world. All products are CE
marked to give you peace of mind & stylishly presented for
convenience & ease of display in an environmentally friendly
manner.
Beaver equipment is available from all leading diving
equipment specialists throughout Europe and also in many
other parts of the world

Beaver Sports have been established since 1982 & have grown to be one of Europe's largest &
most respected suppliers to the diving trade. This has been achieved through our commitment
to supplying top quality goods
backed
by our
undisputed, second to none customer service
PRO
DIVE
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from our modern 40,000 square feet custom built facilities in the heart of the UK.
We produce Europe's highest quality wet, semi dry & dry suits, manufactured to our exacting
quality control standards. We also supply a huge selection of the best diving equipment &
accessories from all over the world, all CE marked to give you peace of mind & stylishly
packaged for convenience & ease of display.
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5MM OCEAN-FLEX ONE PIECE SEMI-DRY SUIT
NEW T
DUC
PRO

OCEAN-FLEX ONE PIECE
- OF5
The OceanFlex Semi-Dry Suit is
one of the most technologically
advanced suits using state of the
art highly flexible Ultrastretch
neoprene and Beaver's expertise
built up over 30 years since the
production of the World's first
Semi-Dry suit, the legendary
Beaver 'Icelandic'. The design
incorporates a new combination of
Superstretch, extra strong
protective GuardFlex and other
neoprene's. Features modern and
stylish rubber PVC logos for a
distinct and subtle look.
Constructed with twin wrist, ankle
and neck seals to minimise almost
all water ingress and help maintain
thermal insulation and aid comfort.
Manufactured with YKK zips, with
corrosion free
ultraslik nylon
runners and teeth. The
revolutionary materials provide
outstanding levels of movement
and superior levels of comfort,
whilst also providing highly
efficient insulation against the
water. The OceanFlex is ideal for
use in temperate conditions and
available in a choice of either 5 or
7mm double lined neoprene's. This
striking suit is also available as the
OceanFlex Combi with over-jacket
for extra thermal insulation and
long yoke semi dry hood providing
unmatched comfort and maximum

TWIN SEMI-DRY
ANKLE SEALS

SEMI-DRY NECK SEAL
GUARDFLEX SHOULDERS

TWIN SEMI-DRY
WRIST SEALS

COLOUR: BLACK WITH GREY
STITCHING.
SIZES: 11 SIZES PLEASE SEE
THE NEW SIZE CHART ON PAGE
66.
R.R.P.
£196.95

GUARDFLEX
KNEE PADS

EXTENDED
ZIP PULLERS
All neoprene suits from Beaver feature Advanced Titanium Technology
production procedures, the latest high tech ultraflex neoprene with silver
coloured ‘extend’ internal lining combined with titanium. This is
scientifically proven to reflect more body heat back, keeping you
considerably warmer, whilst the ‘extend’ lining facilitates easier changing.
This combination provides an extremely comfortable material producing
a suit that will provide many years of service for the active water sports
enthusiast. All Beaver suits also feature our advanced double lock, dry
stitch technology on all seams. This involves double gluing the two
sections together & then cup-stitching the joint on both sides of the
material. The resulting seam is the strongest possible, giving you the
famous Beaver durability. It is also exceptionally dry & lies flat against the
skin to make it extremely comfortable.
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JUNIOR SUITS & 3MM SEMI-DRY SUITS
JU

BALI - BI

FLORIDA ULTRA - FU

The Bali 3mm semi dry shorty
features great Beaver quality with
it’s advanced smoothskin semi dry
seals & a rear zip with pull cord. A
superb set of features & our
advanced Titanium technology
ensure a warm & flexible suit at a
great price. The high visibility
design helps identification easy for
improved safety.

Stylish 3mm feature packed one
piece semi-dry suit made from
ultraflex neoprene with our unique
advanced titanium technology
’extend’ inner lining. This provides
warmth, comfort, full body
protection & optimal thermal
stability for warm water diving.
The suit’s many features include:
Reduced water influx provided by

Packed with features:

semi-dry seals made of our new
advanced metalskin lined neoprene,
which is proven to be extremely
hardwearing & resistant to damage.
 Specially designed reinforced
shoulder panels help prevent your
B.C.D. or weight harness from
slipping & protect the surface of the
neoprene.
Reinforced knee pads prolong suit life
protecting against wear & tear, also
improving comfort.
New adjustable velcro closing semidry neck seal to reduce flushing &
increase comfort.
Zip backing panels on main zip to
minimise water influx, reducing flush
& maximising warmth.
All zips are top quality made by YKK,
with nylon runners & teeth,
completely eliminating rust &
corrosion.
Thigh pocket for storage of small items
during diving.

One piece with rear zip & pull cord

facilitates easy solo fitting.
Unique & attractive panel design,

available with two three colour
combinations.
Smoothskin seals on arms & legs
improving warmth.
Zip backing panel acts as a spine pad,
reducing water influx & improving
comfort.
All zips from YKK, with ultraslik nylon
runners & teeth, to completely
eliminate rust & corrosion.
High visibility design for enhanced
safety.
SIZES: JUNIOR SIZE L.
SEE JUNIOR SIZE CHART ON
THIS PAGE.
COLOURS: BLACK/LEMON/
AMETHYST.
R.R.P.
£32.50

MAUI - MI
The Maui is a great 5mm one piece
suit for sailing, diving, kayaking &
more! A superb set of features &
our advanced Titanium technology
ensure a warm & flexible suit at a
great price. The high visibility
design makes identification easy
for improved safety.

SIZES: LADIES S/M & L/S SEE
SIZE CHART ON PAGE 67.
COLOURS:
BLACK/AMETHYST/PINK,
BLACK/COBALT BLUE/GOLD
£115.00

Packed with features:
One piece with rear zip & pull cord

All neoprene suits from Beaver feature Advanced Titanium
Technology production procedures, the latest high tech ultraflex
neoprene with silver colured ‘extend’ internal lining combined with
titanium. This is scientifically proven to reflect more body heat
back, keeping you considerably warmer, whilst the ‘extend’ lining
facilitates easier changing. This combination provides an
extremely comfortable material producing a suit that will provide
many years of service for the active water sports enthusiast. All
Beaver suits also feature our advanced double lock, dry stitch
technology on all seams. This involves double gluing the two
sections together & then cup-stitching the joint on both sides of
the material. The resulting seam is the strongest possible, giving
you the famous Beaver durability. It is also exceptionally dry & lies
flat against the skin to make it extremely comfortable.

facilitates easy solo fitting.
Unique & attractive panel design with

2 colour combinations.
Zippered wrist & ankles to help fitting

& improve warmth.
Zip backing panel acts as a spine pad,

reducing water influx & improving
comfort.
Comfortable & rugged kneepads
improve comfort & help to protect
against wear & tear.
All zips from YKK, with ultraslik nylon
runners & teeth, to completely
eliminate rust & corrosion.
SIZES: 5 JUNIOR SIZES. SEE
JUNIOR SIZE CHART BELOW.
COLOUR: BLACK/BLUE.
R.R.P.
£71.00

JUNIOR SUIT SIZE CHART

JUNIOR SIZE SUITS ARE V.A.T. EXEMPT
6
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UNDERSUITS
BALTIC - 100 GRAMME
THERMOFLEX
UNDERSUIT - BA

ATLANTIC, BALTIC AND
ARCTIC UNDERSUITS
ARE COMPLETE WITH A
HOST OF EXCITING
FEATURES:

The Baltic 100 gramme Thermoflex
undersuit is manufactured from a light
weight 100gsm thermoflex material,
which is diamond quilted to 210gsm
technical fleece producing great
levels of thermal protection. The
waterproof outer shell is
manufactured from 124gsm
breathable nylon ensuring unmatched
levels of confort at all times. A cost
effective suit ideal for diving in a range
of water temperatures and perfectly
matched to wear under a vast range of
drysuits.

Breathable aerated material on
underarms & wrists, which allow air
to flow easily through the suit &
assist venting air through drysuit
valves.
Extra Flexible shoulder area
allows freedom of movement and
provides comfort, protection &
durability.
Chest pocket with full velcro
fastening system for added
security. Two convenient waist
pockets and sleeve pocket with
heavy duty zip for storing
important items.
Handy lightweight nylon storage
bag with adjustable shoulder
carrying strap included.
Elasticated cuffs on ankles &
wrists allow easy dressing and
increase thermal protection.
Attractive designer logos
embroidered into the sleeves &
pocket.
2 Way fast access zipper in front of
suit to allow easy access when the
need arises.
Elasticated waistline ensures a
stylish, streamlined & comfortable
fit.

SIZES: S & S/M
PLEASE SEE SIZE CHART ON
PAGE 67.
COLOUR: ALL BLACK.
R.R.P.
£103.00

ARCTIC - 200 GRAMME
THERMOFLEX
UNDERSUIT - AR
The completely restyled Arctic
Thermoflex undersuit, ensures a huge
level of thermal protection even in the
most extreme cold conditions. The
Arctic
is manufactured from
revolutionary highly efficient 200gsm
thermoflex material with a 210
gramme technical fleece interior,
quilted together in a 100mm diamond
formation. The exterior layer is
waterproof and breathable 124gsm
durable nylon allowing great freedom
of movement.

ATLANTIC - FLEECE
LINED UNDERSUIT - AT
The all new Atlantic fleece lined
undersuit is manufactured from state
of the art 300gsm thermo fleece
material internally, combined with a
190T waterproof, durable and flexible
nylon outer shell which is quilted in an
attractive diamond pattern. The
Atlantic offers effective heat insulation
and is extremely comfortable for use
in warmer waters.

SIZE: S

SIZES: AVAILABLE IN S, S/M, & X/M

PLEASE SEE SIZE CHART ON
PAGE 67.

PLEASE SEE SIZE CHART ON
PAGE 67.

COLOUR: ALL BLACK.
R.R.P.
£117.00

COLOUR: ALL BLACK.
R.R.P.
£81.00

WATER CONDITIONS
Suit Type / Water
Temp

V.Cold
Cool
Average
Warm

NEOPRENE

BA

AR

AT

COMPRESSED
NEOPRENE

BA

AR

AT

TRILAMINATE

BA

AR

AT

RUBBER

BA

AR

UNDERSUIT COMPATIBILITY

AT

DRYSUIT /
UNDERSUIT

NEOPRENE

COMPRESSED
NEOPRENE

TRILAMINATE

RUBBER

Atlantic
Baltic
Arctic

V.Warm
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THINSULATE SOCKS, BOOTS & SHOES
OCEAN 7 HARD SOLED
BOOTS - B O
The all new Ocean 7 hard soled boots
are the latest innovation in top quality
diving footwear for which Beaver have
been renowned since producing their
original styles way back in 1982. The
specially designed extra thick soles
provide unrivalled comfort, grip and
support, the high strength moulding
extends at the toe and arch areas,
giving superb support and grip.
6.5mm micro-cell neoprene lined with
tough nylon jersey outer and titanium
plush internal lining maximises the
unique comfort and protection from
the elements. An integral perfectly
positioned heel mounted fin support,
provides a suitable attachment for
diving fin straps. Heavy duty corrosion
free nylon ankle zips with internal
thermal gusset ensure a secure and
solid fit whilst making the boot easy to
put on and remove. Available in a wide
range of other sizes to ensure a
perfect fit, from a UK size 3 right up to
13.
U.K. SHOE SIZES: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11 & 12.
EUROPEAN SHOE SIZES: 35/36,
36/37, 38, 39/40, 40/41, 42, 43,
44/45, 45/46, 47 & 48/49.

THINSULATE SOCKS
- THS
100gsm thinsulate quilted to 300gsm
thermo fleece & 124gsm nylon outer,
a combination which is ideal for
thermal insulation in diving & other
water sports. Features elasticated
cuffing around ankle & reinforced
sole. Ideal for use with any type of dry
suit with attached boots.

R.R.P.
£60.25

1-£33.50 10 - £29.95

UK SHOE SIZES: 3, 4, 5.

SEA GUARD AQUA
SHOES - B SG

EUROPEAN SIZES: 33, 34/35, 36.
COLOUR: BLACK WITH RED
TRIM.

The newly upgraded Sea Guard
Neoprene Aqua Shoe is perfect for
use for virtually any water based
activity and will ensure superb levels
of comfort, warmth and safety.
Manufactured from 5mm Super-Flex
neoprene, lined externally with Black
coloured High Denier jersey nylon with
Grey internally. Beaver's renowned
extra thick soles provide an extremely
high level of protection when walking
on the most harsh surfaces, further
aided by raised toe, heel and instep
protection. Additional strong rubber
heel piece, also ensures comfort when
wearing SCUBA diving fins. Large size
range available to ensure a perfect
comfortable fit.
U.K. SHOE SIZES: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11,12 & 13.
EUROPEAN SHOE SIZES: 35/36,
36/37, 38, 39/40, 40/41, 42, 43,
44/45, 45/46, 47 & 48/49.

R.R.P.
£24.95

1-£13.95 6-£12.55

NEW T
DUC
R
P O

R.R.P.
£30.00

1-£16.875 10 - £14.95

Shoe Size Conversion Chart.
EUROPE

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

3 ½ 4 ½ 5 ½ 6 ½ 7 ½ 8 ½ 9 ½ 10 ½ 11 ½ 12 ½ 13 ½ 14
U.S.A.

8

4 ½ 5 ½ 6 ½ 7 ½ 8 ½ 9 ½ 10 ½ 11 ½ 12 ½ 13 ½ 14 ½ 15
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HOODS

PIRATE 3/5MM SEMI-DRY
HOOD - H P5
The Pirate hood uses a combination
of 3 & 5mm Superstretch material to
provide varied insulation to core
areas. The hood features a long yoke
to help create a seal with your suit.
Ideal for moderate underwater
conditions.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
COLOUR: ALL BLACK.
R.R.P.
£27.50

AQUA-FLEX 3MM HOOD
-HA
3mm lightweight superstretch
neoprene hood. A hood that provides
amazing flexibility & comfort,
manufactured with minimum seams.
Perfectly suited for diving in warmer
waters or summer diving and is also
suitable for winter surface use for a
variety of water sports activities.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
COLOURS: ALL BLACK &
BLACK/BLUE.
R.R.P.
£22.95

PIRATE 5/7MM SEMI-DRY
HOOD - H P7
The Pirate hood uses Superstretch
material in a combination of 5 & 7mm
providing insulation to core head
areas. The long yoke is design to
create a seal with your suit. Ideal for
extreme cold underwater conditions.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
COLOUR: ALL BLACK.
R.R.P.
£30.75

HOOD SIZE CHART
Please note these sizes are for guidance only, due to the flexible nature
of materials used a size chart is no substitute for a correct fitting at
your local Beaver dealer.

Hood Size centimetres
45-48cm
XS

inches
17¾ - 18¾ in

S

48-52cm

18¾ - 20½ in

M

52-56cm

20½ - 22 in

L

55-59cm

21¾ - 23¼ in

XL

59-63cm

23¼ - 24¾ in

XXL

61-65cm

24 - 25½ in

Sizes represent approximate circumference of
head at the indicated position.
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GLOVES
TEK-TUFF GLOVES - G TT
High tensile strength synthetic leather
& nylon gloves with extra strong higrip reinforced palms & fingers,
Lightweight super tough construction
with velcro wrist closure, ideally suited
to warmer waters.
SIZES: XS, S, XL & XXL.
R.R.P.
£11.50

OCEAN-FLEX 3MM
SUPERSTRETCH GLOVES
- G O3
3mm lightweight superstretch
neoprene gloves with extra strong
honey comb high grip reinforced
palms & fingers. A glove that provides
great flexibility, comfort & perfect
dexterity. Ideally suited to moderate
water temperatures.
SIZES: S, M, L , XL & XXL
R.R.P.
£30.25

OCEAN-FLEX 5MM
SUPERSTRETCH GLOVES
- G O5
Lightweight superstretch 5mm
neoprene gloves providing superb
comfort & freedom of movement.
Ideally suited to cooler water
temperatures. Palms and fingers are
coated with a extra strong honey
comb dotted surface, ensuring a
perfect positive grip.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
R.R.P.
£32.50

DRY-FLEX 3MM
SUPERSTRETCH GLOVES
- G D3
Durable Superstretch 3mm neoprene
gloves with a unique water tight seal
minises water entry, ensuring your
hands are kept warm. The amazing
material provides the perfect barrier
from the elements but allows
unparalleled movement & freedom.
Palms & fingers are coated with an
extra strong textured surface,
ensuring a perfect grip.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
R.R.P.
£30.75

DRY-FLEX 5MM
SUPERSTRETCH GLOVES
- G D5
Flexible Superstretch 5mm neoprene
gloves ensures your hands remain
extremely comfortable whilst in the
water. The unique seal, guards
against some of the oceans harshest
conditions whilst the Superstretch
material provides an extremely snug
& comfortable fit. A textured coating
on the palm & fingers provides
amazing grip & dexterity.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
R.R.P.
£34.75

WEBBED 5MM GLOVES
-GW
5mm thick with grip dot reinforced
palms, webbed fingers for manual
control & propulsion in the water.
Titanium silver-plush lining & velcro
wrist strap.
R.R.P.
SIZE: XL.
£23.50
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AMARA SUPERFLEX
GLOVES - G AS
Strong & durable 3mm superstretch
neoprene with soft touch Amara high
grip material palms & fingers. The
revolutionary design allows the
material to form a snug fit which is
extremely comfortable and hard
wearing, with finger tip accuracy and
unhindered freedom of movement.
Suitable for warmer water diving and
other water sports.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
R.R.P.
£26.50

TITANIUM X3 3MM
SUPERSTRETCH GLOVES
- G T3
A classic newly designed glove
constructed from 3mm superstretch
neoprene giving extra flexibility
compared to conventional models.
The silver titanium inner lining
ensures a warm & snug fit with
fantastic comfort. Also features high
adhesion palms & fingers providing
un-matched grip & easily adjustable
velcro wrist straps.
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL & XXL.R.R.P.
£37.75

TITANIUM X5 5MM
SUPERSTRETCH GLOVES
- G T5
5mm thick superstretch titanium lined
neoprene giving unmatched flexibility
& freedom to move. Provides a very
comfortable, strong and warm glove,
perfect for diving in colder water
conditions. The glove features high
adhesion palms & fingers for
unmatched grip & perfect dexterity.
SIZES: S, M, L, XL & XXL.
R.R.P.
£41.95

PROFLEX 3 3MM KEVLAR
COMMERCIAL GLOVES G P3
Extremely tough and durable gloves
with the palms and fingers reinforced
with DuPont™ Kevlar® brand fibers,
this is combined with 3mm thick
superstretch neoprene. Gloves that
are strong & tough on the outside but
gentle & extremely comfortable on the
inside. Ideal for use in milder water
temperatures.
SIZES: M, L, XL & XXL.
R.R.P.
£60.25

PROFLEX 5 5MM KEVLAR
COMMERCIAL GLOVES G P5
Flexible 5mm thick superstretch
neoprene combined with extremely
tough and durable palms and fingers
reinforced with DuPont™ Kevlar®
brand fibers. A glove that is extremely
comfortable but also strong enough to
withstand the harshest conditions
beneath the oceans, ideally suited to
colder water temperatures.
SIZES: M, L, XL & XXL.
R.R.P.
£65.75
DuPont™ and Kevlar® are trademarks or registered trademarks
of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.
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CLOTHING, RASH SUITS & VESTS
BODY-GUARD ALL IN ONE
SUIT - BGA
One piece zip fronted ‘Zero-Tech’
thermal base layer suit from
polypropylene with super soft plush
interior. A fantastic all round watersports & activities suit. Ideal for
snorkelling, swimming, surfing etc. as
well as under a wet or dry suit for extra
insulation from the cold. Super flexible
for the ideal fit & extra comfort.
Protects from sun burn, incidental
scrapes & cuts.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZES: S, M, L & XXL.
R.R.P.
£68.00

BODY-GUARD LONG
SLEEVED VEST - BGL
Polypropylene thermal ‘Zero-Tech’
base layer vest, long sleeved for extra
protection & super soft plush interior
finish for comfort & insulation. Ideal for
use under a wet or dry suit for extra
warmth.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZES: S, M, & L.
R.R.P.
£41.00

BODY-GUARD SHORT
SLEEVED VEST - BGS
Polypropylene ‘Zero-Tech’ thermal
base layer with super soft plush
interior finish, short sleeved vest.
Ultra flexible & durable while
remaining tough enough to protect
you incidental cuts & scrapes. Ideal for
use beneath a wet or dry suit for extra
protection from the cold.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZES: S, M, & L.
R.R.P.
£38.95

PRO DIVE GEAR

PRO-GUARD SHORT
SLEEVED RASH VEST
- PGS
Short sleeved Nylon/Spandex rash
vest ideal for protection while
swimming and snorkelling or from the
sun between dives. Tough, lightweight
and flexible for extra comfort.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: M.
R.R.P.
£16.50
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KNEE PADS, HANGERS & MASK & SNORKEL SETS
FLEXIBLE SUIT HANGER FSH
Heavy duty hanger with soft padded
flexible hanging bar specially designed
to be custom formed to match the
shape of suit or other essential
equipment & significantly extend
service life.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£10.75

PRO NEOPRENE KNEE
PADS - K3
Durable & comfortable 6mm
Guardflex reinforced pads with
superstretch 3mm side pieces.
Protects suits from abrasion &
increases comfort. Supplied as a pair.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£26.10

DRY SUIT / REGULATOR
HANGER - DSRH
Ultra heavy duty hanger specIally
designed for hanging Dry Suits for
storage and drying after use and also
conveniently storing your regulator,
octopus and gauges. Incorporates a
dummy cylinder valve for attachment of
regulator for safe storage. Helps extend
service life of your equipment.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£17.25

ADJUSTABLE HEAVY
DUTY NEOPRENE KNEE
PADS - K4
Pair of extra heavy duty vinyl
reinforced knee pad with 7mm front
section for added comfort & durability
in harsh environments.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£36.95

B.C.D. & REGULATOR
HANGER - BRH
Ultra light weight & extremely useful
for safely storing & drying B.C.D.s,
regulator assemblies & other
equipment. Features integral dummy
DIN & A-clamp regulator attachments.
A product that will greatly assist in
reducing wear & tear on your
equipment.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£10.25

MULTI-EQUIPMENT
HANGER - MEH

OCEAN SET - MS OCE
Junior sized high quality silicone mask
with twin tempered glass lenses &
junior snorkel with purge valve & antispay cap and dual material strap type
fins. Supplied in practical and
attractive polymer/mesh bag for ease
of storage and transport. Ideal for
children of 6 years and up to learn to
swim, snorkel and Scuba Dive.
COLOUR: BLUE.
R.R.P.
£42.95

Extremely robust & versatile
equipment hanger, suitable for storing
your suit, B.C.D., regulator, octopus,
hoses & most other equipment.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£10.35

CORAL SET - MS COR

EQUIPMENT HANGER
- EQH
Extremely robust, equipment hanger,
suitable for storing suit, B.C.D.,
regulator, octopus, hoses etc. Ends
can be reversed to allow hanging of
B.C.D., suit or other equipment as
desired.
COLOURS: BLACK, BLUE &
YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£14.50
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Junior silicone mask with twin
tempered glass lens & junior snorkel
with purge valve & anti-spay cap.
Supplied in an attractive presentation
pack.
COLOUR: BLUE.
R.R.P.
£31.50
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MASKS
ATOMIC - MK ATO
Extremely compact, frameless lowvolume silicone mask for very wide
visual field. With a tempered glass
lens & packed in deluxe storage box.
Also perfect as an emergency back up
mask when combined with mask
pouch. The Beaver Atomic mask has
probably been Britain’s biggest selling
mask for many years now!
COLOURS: BLACK & CLEAR.
R.R.P.
£64.99

FOCUS - MK FOC
A modern stylish twin lens mask with
dual colour metallic finish designed to
compliment the new Atlantis Snorkel,
with all clear silicone skirt and quick
release adjustable strap fittings. Fitted
with tempered glass lenses and
supplied in Beaver Mask Box. Uses
16mm mask strap.
COLOURS: BLACK/BLUE,
BLACK/RED & BLACK/YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£52.00

MINI ATOMIC - MK MAT
Smaller fitting compact, frameless
ultra low volume version of our top
selling Atomic silicone mask, for very
wide visual field. Comes packed in
deluxe storage box & features a
tempered glass lens.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£59.99

ATOMIC MASK
FIELD OF VISION

MERCURY - MK MER
Twin tempered lenses in a dual colour
metallic finish frame with clear silicone
skirt and adjustable quick release
strap. The stylish colour scheme is
designed to compliment the new
Atlantis Snorkel. Supplied in Beaver
Mask Box.Uses 16mm mask strap.
COLOURS: SILVER/BLUE &
SILVER/RED.
R.R.P.
£49.99

The revolutionary Atomic mask is at
the cutting edge of design. It’s
frameless construction allows the
lens to sit much nearer to the eyes,
keeping the volume to a minimum &
giving a 170° field of vision,
compared with 70° for a
conventional mask.

SCENIC- MK SCE
STEALTH - MK STE
With it’s reflective lenses, Stealth
gives you sharp looks on the surface &
the edge underwater with concealing
coating applied to the tempered glass
lenses making it ideal for spear
fishing, etc. Black silicone mask in
strong clear storage box.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£49.00

Crystal silicone multiple lens mask
with panoramic side windows for an
improved view of the underwater
environment. Supplied packed in
clear storage box. High quality
tempered glass for the highest level of
s a f e t y. S u p e r h i g h q u a l i t y
hypoalergenic skirt with one hand
operation quick release streamlined
strap complete this superb Dive Mask.
COLOURS: TRANSLUCENT BLUE
& BLACK.
R.R.P.
£52.00

BEAVER MASKS USE 20MM STRAPS
UNLESS SPECIFIED OTHERWISE.

www.beaversports.co.uk
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KNEE PADS, HANGERS & MASK & SNORKEL SETS
PHASER FRAMELESS
MASK - MK PHA
Super soft black hypo-allergenic
silicone, together with 3.2mm thick
single tempered safety glass combine
to provide a mask with optimized
range of vision. The liquid silicone
used ensures fantastic fit.
Exceptionally low volume for easy
water drain and fully adjustable extra
wide strap, which is quick and simple
to adjust and the highest level of
comfort of any mask in it’s class.
Heavy Duty storage box completes
this great package.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£48.99

VISION - MK VIS
Single, ultra deep lens for an
enhanced view of gauges, etc. The
Vision features tempered lenses & a
handy quick release system. Skirt
formed Hypoallergenic silicone. Uses
16mm Slim Line Mask Strap.
COLOUR: BLUE
R.R.P.
£46.95

DOLPHIN - MK DOL
Extra small fitting, low volume, crystal
silicone mask in clear storage box with
tempered glass lens. Easy accessible
clips allow fast and simple strap
adjustment.
R.R.P.
£24.95

SNORKEL CLIP - SNC
Quick release high tensile nylon
retention clip to fit most types of
snorkel. Enables fast & efficient fitting
or removal of snorkel from most types
of mask strap.
R.R.P.
£3.25

AVENGER SILICONE
MASK - MK AVE
Twin Lens Crystal Clear Silicone
Mask, with super slim frame and one
handed operation strap adjustment.
Twin tempered glass lenses shaped to
maximise underwater visibility and
enhance the pleasure of your
Snorkelling or SCUBA Diving
experience. Super soft silicone skirt,
ensures a comfortable fit to suit
virtually all face shapes, slim line
16mm wide fully adjustable strap with
retainers for extra convenience,
simply press the buttons on either side
to adjust for the perfect fit.
COLOURS: BLUE, BLACK & WHITE.
R.R.P.
£34.95

SNORKEL LOOP - SNL

NEW T
DUC
PRO

Clear silicone loop to fit most types of
snorkel. Enables very secure fitting to
most types of mask strap.
R.R.P.
£2.75

PRESCRIPTION MASK
LENS - MK LS

DISCOVERY - MK DIS
Twin lens crystal silicone framed mask
with removable tempered glass
lenses. Soft Silicone adjustable strap
and high grade liquid silicone skirt
ensure a perfect fit for most faces.
Compatible with prescription lenses
that can be quickly and easily installed
if required.
COLOURS: BLACK/CLEAR SKIRT,
& BLUE/CLEAR SKIRT.
R.R.P.
£49.95
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Lens which may be rotated to suit
either left or right hand side of the
Beaver Discovery mask. Spherical
correction ensures a clear & concise
appreciation of the underwater world.
available from - 1.0 to -6.5 & +1.0 to
+4.0 in 0.5 increments. Not suitable
for bifocal or cylindrical prescriptions.
It is recommended that you seek the
advice of a qualified optician.
AVAILABLE IN:
MINUS -1.0, -1.5, -2.0, -2.5, -3.0, -3.5,
-4.0, -4.5, -5.0, -5.5, -6.0 -6.5.
PLUS +1.0, +1.5, +2.0, +2.5, +3.0,
+3.5 & +4.0.
R.R.P.
£28.35
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SNORKELS & FIN STRAPS
GALAXY - SN GAL
Heavy duty large bore tube with clear
integrated mouthpiece & attachment
clip to allow secure fastening to most
types of mask.
COLOURS: BLACK & BLUE.
R.R.P.
£9.95

AQUALITE FLEXIBLE
- SN AQU
Flexible, foldable snorkel produced
from super lightweight durable
silicone. Perfect for diving &
snorkelling when light weight
equipment is essential. May also be
rolled up & stored in a B.C.D. pocket
when not in use. The soft mouthpiece
& unique retaining clip are perfectly
designed to add to your comfort in the
water.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£14.95

NEVADA - SN NEV

ARIZONA SEMI-DRY
- SN ARI
Semi-Dry snorkel with top
splashguard, adjustable mask clip,
corrugated flexible silicone section
ensures comfort and black silicone
mouthpiece which can be simply
replaced when desired.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£24.75

NEW T
DUC
PRO

Flexible snorkel with purge valve,
replaceable silicone regulator style
mouthpiece & attachment clip for
fastening to mask strap.
COLOURS: BLACK & BLUE. R.R.P.
£16.95

CALIFORNIA - SN CAL

NEW T
DUC

PRO

MIRAGE - SN MIR
Semi-Dry snorkel with flexible section
& replaceable silicone regulator type
mouthpiece & quick release
attachment clip. Highly useful antisplash inlet & purge valve complete
this superb snorkel.
COLOURS: BLACK, BLUE, WHITE
& YELLOW
R.R.P.
£19.95

ATLANTIS - SN ATL
A stylish all clear snorkel with metallic
coloured purge valve chamber and
anti-splash guard designed to
compliment the New Mercury and
Focus masks. A mask attachment clip
and replaceable silicone mouthpiece
finish of this functional and elegant
snorkel.
COLOURS: BLUE & RED.
R.R.P.
£25.95

EXTREME - SN EXT
Semi-dry flexible snorkel with purge
valve, replaceable silicone regulator
mouthpiece, highly efficient top
mounted splash guard & quick release
attachment clip.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£21.50

PRESTIGE - SN PRE
With flexible lower tube adjustable for
comfort, integral fast action purge
valve, ergonomically shaped silicone
mouthpiece & mask attachment clip.
COLOURS: BLACK & BLUE.
R.R.P.
£16.95
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Light weight semi-Dry snorkel with
maximum air volume intake and
exhaust valve. Easy clearing, large
capacity drain chamber ensures ease
of operation and maximum efficiency.
Super soft silicone mouthpiece with
reduced size, attachment clip allows
quick and simple attachment.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£12.95

EASY FIN SPRING - EFS
Pair of spring straps, for easy fitting to
fins, no strap adjustments are
necessary once installed. Simple to
remove & easily changed from
standard fin straps to suit most
popular fin models. Manufactured
from rust resistant marine grade
stainless steel. Sizes stated are
approximate distance between the
centres of the attachment lugs.
SIZES: S = 27cms, M = 29 cms, L = 31
cms. & XL = 34 cms.
R.R.P.
£43.99

EASY FIN COMMERCIAL
SPRING - ECS
This pair of spring straps fit
commercial style buckles such as
those used on ‘jet’ type fins. Just like
the EFS, these are easy to remove &
use in the water with a great retaining
system. Sizes stated are approximate
distance between the centres of the
attachment clips.
SIZES: M = 26 cms, L = 29 cms. &
XL = 32 cms.
R.R.P.
£35.95

UNI SPRING STRAP - USS
Pair of heavy duty stainless steel
Universal Spring Straps with a
completely integral design ensuring
quick & easy fitting with no strap
adjustments or additional buckles,
provide a perfect fit when installed.
Fits most standard strap fins & are an
efficient, easy & simple upgrade to
improve comfort & reduce the risk of
losing your fins. Sizes stated are
approximate distance between the
centres of the attachment lugs.
SIZES: M = 27.5 cms, L = 30 cms. &
XL = 33.5 cms.
R.R.P.
£25.75
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FINS & FIN STRAPS
PREDATOR RUBBER FINS
- FR

VELOCITY FINS - FV
Rugged, high quality polymer open
water fins with fast action quick
release fin straps. Blade design
ensures easy finning.
SIZES: S/M & M/L.
COLOURS: BLACK, BLUE &
R.R.P.
YELLOW.
£32.95

COMMANDER FINS - FC
Long extended blade for powerful
propulsion enabling high performance
and efficient diving. Manufactured
using three different hard rubbers for
ultimate comfort and durability.
Comes complete with high grade
stainless steel spring strap for
flexibility, ease of use and high
comfort.
SIZES: L, XL, XXL & XXXL
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.

EXOCET

EXOCET FINS - FE
The Exocet Fin has evolved from
experience gained over many years in
fin technology, combining the very
best features to create a fin that is
extremely powerful. The groundbreaking design allows water flow to
channel down the centre of the fin
creating a water jet giving tremendous
propulsion. Exocet Fins are complete
with high grade stainless steel spring
straps for flexibility, unmatched
security, ease of use and high comfort.
SIZES: S/M, REGULAR & L/XL.
COLOURS: BLACK, BLUE &
WHITE.
R.R.P.
£65.00

High quality thermo rubber, mono
constructed open water fins with high
grip straps & rust resistant stainless
steel shackles. Extremely tough &
abrasion resistant long lasting fin,
used by thousands of working divers
worldwide.
SIZES: L, XL & XXL.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£76.50

FREEDOM FINS - FF
A stylish dual material snorkelling fin
with quick release buckles. A
reinforced blade edge combined with
dual material blade centre ensures a
comfortable and highly efficient
finning action when snorkelling . Ideal
for use bare foot or with neoprene
socks.
SIZES: S/M & L/XL.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£21.50

SPRINT SHOE FINS - FS
Sturdy shoe fin, ideal for pool use or in
warm waters. Manufactured from high
tensile polymer combined with rubber
sole, ensuring a long lasting pair of
fins.
UK SHOE SIZES: 3/4, 5/6, 6/7, 8/9,
10/11, 11/13.
EUROPEAN SIZES: 36/37, 38/39,
40/41, 42/43, 44/45, 46/47.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£18.95

£82.95

FIN STRAP CLIPS - FSC
Pair of stainless steel replacement
strap clips to fit most types of strap fins
fitted with standard width 28mm clips.
R.R.P.
£2.75

FIN RETAINERS - FRT
Pair of three way, heavy duty thermopolymer rubber straps to assist in the
prevention of fins becoming loose &
detaching during intense use .
SIZES: M & L.
R.R.P.
£5.25

FIN STRAPS - FST
Pair of heavy duty replacement rubber
straps to fit most types of strap fin
fitted with standard width 28mm clips.
R.R.P.
£9.95
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OCEAN-LITE FINS - FO
Perfect for the travelling diver, ultra
light weight shoe fins, ideal for use in
the pool and warmer waters. State of
the art design with strong and flexible
high tensile blades and rubber foot
pockets, providing optimum motion
with minimum effort.
UK SHOE SIZES: 3/4, 5/6, 6/7, 8/9,
10/11& 11/12.
EUROPEAN SIZES: 36/37, 38/39,
40/41, 42/43, 44/45 & 45/46.
COLOURS: BLUE & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£18.95

FIN STRAP WITH
BUCKLES - FSB
Heavy duty replacement 28mm wide
fin strap with 2 quick release buckles
attached to fit most types of strap fins.
R.R.P.
£13.25
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REGULATOR ACCESSORIES
COMFORT MOUTHPIECE
- CMP
Crystal silicone, ergonomic design for
extreme comfort. Fits most regulators
& snorkels with separate
mouthpieces, supplied
with
convenient tie wrap fastener included
for immediate use.
COLOURS: BLACK & CLEAR. R.R.P.
£8.10

SILICONE MOUTHPIECE SMP
Clear hypo-allergenic silicone, fits
most regulators & snorkels with
separate mouthpieces. With
convenient tie wrap securing fastener.
COLOURS: BLACK & CLEAR. R.R.P.
£5.60

x 500

500 CLEAR SILICONE
MOUTHPIECE - SMP 5
Bulk carton of 500 extremely soft
Silicone Regulator or Snorkel
Mouthpieces, packed 5 bags of 100.
R.R.P.
£999.00

MINI SILICONE
MOUTHPIECE - MMP
Smaller fitting soft clear silicone. Fits
most regulators & snorkels with
separate mouthpieces. Supplied with
tie wrap fastening.
COLOUR: CLEAR.
R.R.P.
£4.50

RUBBER MOUTHPIECE
- RMP
Fits most types of regulators &
snorkels with separately fitted
mouthpieces. Black rubber with tie
wrap fastener.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£3.50

TIE WRAPS - TIE
5 black & 5 clear 14cm long tie wraps.
Suitable for fixing mouthpieces &
many other applications where a quick
attachment solution is required.
R.R.P.
£1.50

DUO-FLEX SILICONE
MOUTHPIECE- DMP
Dual material mouthpiece giving you
the comfort of a silicone body with the
durability of a tough bite flange.
Available in clear or black long life
silicone, ergonomically shaped & fits
most regulators & snorkels with
separate
mouthpieces. Tie wrap
fastening included.
COLOURS: BLACK, CLEAR/BLACK
& CLEAR/YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£9.30

BRIGHT COLOURED
MOUTHPIECE - BMP
Super Bright Coloured SCUBA Diving
Regulator or Snorkel Mouthpiece,
perfect for ensuring easy identification
of your own regulator or for Diving
Centres to make service date
identification easy. Fits virtually all
Diving Regulator 2nd Stages and
Snorkels with a regulator type
mouthpiece. Manufactured from high
grade liquid silicone, ensuring the
ultimate in comfort to enhance your
diving pleasure. Complete with cable
tie allowing quick, easy and secure
replacement for standard coloured
mouthpieces.
COLOURS: BLUE, ORANGE, PINK
& YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£5.85

PERSONAL MOUTHPIECE
- PMP
Custom mouldable for the individual
this mouthpiece made from a specially
formulated material provides the
ultimate in comfort and fatigue
reduction while using a regulator.
Simply heat the mouthpiece in hot
water and bite down to create your
own personally fitted long bite
regulator or snorkel mouthpiece.
COLOURS: BLACK & CLEAR.
R.R.P.
£15.25

OCTO-READY - OCT R
This handy flexible silicone loop
ensures your octopus remains in a
convenient location, ready for use at
any time.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£12.85

OCTOPUS PLUG - OCP
A soft rubber octopus plug with locking
wings for extra security ideal for the
safe and convenient attachment of
your octopus while diving. Complete
with nylon attachment clip.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£3.50

OCTO-CLIP - OCT C
A soft rubber loop attached to a rust
free clip hook with 25mm webbing for
safely securing your octopus in the
optimum position ensuring easy
access during your dive. Fits most
types of octopus.
R.R.P.
£5.60

OCTOPUS BALL - OCB
With split ring & plastic snap hook for
attachment of octopus. Ensures your
regulator is in the correct position &
reduces contamination.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£6.95

www.beaversports.co.uk
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TOOLS & MASK STRAPS
SILICONE MASK STRAP
- SMS
Spare or replacement clear crystal
hypo-allergenic silicone, long lasting
mask strap to fit most types of masks.
R.R.P.
£5.35

SCUBA TOOL - TL ST
Manufactured from Beaver's
renowned quality rust free marine
grade stainless steel. This
multipurpose Scuba Tool is purpose
designed to suit most diving
applications. 6 Spanners 9/16",
13/16", 11/16", 1/2", 5/8" & 15mm,
crosshead & 2 flat screwdrivers, 4 &
5mm Allen Keys & a pointed tool.
Folds away tidily when not in use.
R.R.P.
£21.50

SLIM LINE SILICONE
MASK STRAP - SLMS
Spare or replacement clear crystal
hypo-allergenic silicone, long lasting
mask strap to fit masks with 16mm
fittings.
R.R.P.
£4.95

NEOPRENE MASK STRAP
- NMS
To fit most styles of mask ensuring
added comfort & ease of size
adjustment using the integrated quick
release velcro system.
COLOURS: BLACK, ROYAL BLUE
& FLO. LEMON.
R.R.P.
£6.25

ADJUSTABLE C SPANNER
35-50MM - TL ACS
This precision made tool is designed
to split the first stage of a regulator and
is adjustable between 35 mm and 50
mm to fit a variety of models.
R.R.P.
£24.95

NEOPRENE MASK STRAP
COVER - NMSC
Fits over most types of mask strap
providing additional comfort.
COLOURS: BLACK & ROYAL
BLUE.
R.R.P.
£6.25

ADJUSTABLE NEOPRENE
MASK STRAP- AMS
Neoprene and webbing mask
adjustable mask strap printed with the
stylish Beaver Diver logo. Replaces
the standard rubber or silicone strap
on most types of mask providing
additional comfort & easy adjustment.

FIRST STAGE HOLDING
BAR - TL FHB
Designed to facilitate regulator
servicing, this precision machined
holding bar features both low pressure
3/8" UNF and high pressure 7/16"
UNF fittings, to fit standard regulator
ports. Can be used with hose adaptors to
use with alternative thread types.
R.R.P.
£20.50
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R.R.P.
£6.25

QUICK ADJUST MASK
STRAP - QAM
This effective mask strap allows the
ability to make quick and easy
adjustments to the tightness of your
mask. The revolutionary design
allows alterations to be made by one
hand on a ratchet mechanism giving
fine adjustment for maximum comfort.
Comes complete with hypo-allergenic
silicone giving a long lasting mask
strap to fit most types of masks.
COLOURS: BLACK & CLEAR.
R.R.P.
£11.95
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KNIVES

HAMMERHEAD - KN HAM
18cm blade commercial dive knife in
rust resistant 420 stainless steel with
added molybdenum. Includes half
serrated blade & line cutter, snap lock
sheath & quick release heavy duty
straps.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£55.50

CUTLASS - KN CUT
14 cm blade produced using Beavers
renowned specification corrosion free
420 stainless steel with half serrated
blade & line cutter. Snap lock sheath &
quick release heavy duty straps are
also included with this attractive,
convenient and useful knife.
COLOUR: SILVER.
R.R.P.
£50.50

RANGER - KN RAN
Features 11 cm blade in high grade
corrosion resistant 420 stainless steel
with serrated back & line cutter. Fast
action snap lock sheath & heavy duty
knife straps compliment the attractive
lines of this classic knife, with Black
coloured sheath.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.

DISCOVERY - KN DIS

R.R.P.
£72.50

11cm blade in corrosion resistant 420
stainless steel with chisel end,
serrated back & line cutter. High
Visibility Yellow Snap lock sheath &
heavy duty quick realease adjustable
straps are included. All the features
necessary to the discerning diver.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£72.50

ASSASSIN - KN ASS
12 cm blade with teflon anti reflective
black coating, manufactured from 420
stainless steel with added
molybdenum, ensuring maximum
levels of rust resistance. Includes half
serrated blade & line cutter, snap lock
sheath & quick release heavy duty
straps.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£51.75

SABRE MULTI KNIFE
- KN SAB

TOMAHAWK - KN TOM
The ultimate diving knife features a
large 14.5cm blade in rust resistant
marine quality 420 stainless steel.
With razor sharp main blade serrated
back & line cutter. Complete with snap
action sheath & adjustable rubber
heavy duty knife straps.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£36.95

NEW T
DUC
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Knife and snips with scissor action,
manufactured from marine Grade 420
stainless steel. Straight and serrated
edges and integral line cutter
complement the 15cm long blade,
hard steel cap with lanyard
attachment and quick release sheath
with fast action heavy duty adjustable
rubber straps complete this great
SCUBA diving tool.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£48.95
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KNIVES, LINE CUTTERS, SHEARS, & B.C.D. KNIVES
BARRACUDA - KN BAR
11 cm blade with teflon anti reflective
black coating, manufactured from 420
stainless steel with added
molybdenum, ensuring rust
resistance. Featuring durable rubber
handle ensuring unmatched grip.
Supplied with quick release heavy
duty straps allowing quick and easy
mounting where required.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£36.95

AQUASNIP SHEARS
- KN AQS
Extra strong & corrosion resistant 420
grade stainless steel shears in a
protective nylon webbing sheath with
attachment points which allow various
options of convenient mounting. For
easy cutting of lines & nets whilst
diving or participating in other water
sports.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£15.30

STILETTO BCD/HOSE
KNIFE - KN STI
Light weight B.C.D. or hose mounted
knife, features a 9cm pointed blade
with ultra sharp serrated & smooth
edges & line cutter. Manufactured
from rust resistant 304 grade stainless
steel, with non-slip handle. The
Stiletto is supplied with useful lock
mechanism sheath, complete with
fittings for attachment either to a
B.C.D. pocket or inflation hose.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£34.75

EXPLORER - KN EXP
Features 8 cm pointed blade in 420
stainless steel with serrated back &
line cutter. Supplied with a strong mini
snap lock sheath, 2 tie wraps which
allow quick and easy attachment to a
safe and convenient location allowing
quick access when required.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£29.25

MARLIN - KN MAR
ECLIPSE - KN ECL
Features 7½ cm pointed blade with
line cutter in corrosion free 420
stainless steel. Supplied complete
with sturdy and attractive Blue snap
lock sheath & 2 tie wraps for quick and
easy mounting. May be attached to
life jacket or B.C.D. If desired.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£34.65

7cm straight blade in marine grade
stainless steel with line cutter &
serrated edge. Supplied with an highly
versatile protective nylon sheath,
which allows positioning in a
convenient location A discrete,
lightweight and small sized useful tool
at an excellent price.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£27.30

ULTRA-CUT SAFETY
CUTTER - KN UC
SCORPIO - KN SCO
Features 7½ cm serrated blade
manufactured from high grade rust
resistant 420 stainless steel, with chisel
point, line cutter, webbing sheath & 2 tie
wraps that allow easy attachment to life
jacket, B.C.D. Or other suitable
equipment.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£36.85

Super sharp serrated hooked blade,
ensures rapid cutting through lines,
nets, ropes, straps etc. Tough ABS
body with specially formulated
W1.0428 grade Stainless Steel blade
with mirror polish finish. 18.5cms – 7
¼ inches in length and weighs just 60
Grammes. G15 nylon polymer Sheath
allows storage and attachment, whilst
allowing fast access when required.
COLOURS: BLACK, RED &
ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£9.95
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FOLDING KNIVES, LINE CUTTERS & KNIFE STRAPS
VENTURE FOLD-UP KNIFE
- KN VEN

NEW T
DUC
R
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A must for all divers who find it
essential to have a knife which is
simple to access, easy to use and can
be stored discretely, perfect inside a
B.C.D. Pocket etc. Features a 9cm
lightweight half serrated blade in high
grade 304 Marine Grade Stainless
Steel with non-reflective Black electro
plated coating which is strong,
durable and provides great cutting
performance in a wide variety of
SCUBA Diving scenarios. With an
integral heavy duty snap lock to keep
the blade in place, adjustable wrist
lanyard and high grip surface. May
also be used for many other Sports
and activities, measures 12cms in
length when folded and 21cms open.
COLOURS: BLUE, BLACK, GREEN,
ORANGE, PINK, PURPLE &
YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£22.95

KNIFE STRAPS - KN STR
Traditional style pair of 51 cm long
heavy duty, 18mm wideadjustable
rubber straps. Suitable for attaching
most types of knives & other
equipment easily and safely in a
convenient position.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£9.65

QUICK RELEASE
STRAPS - KN QRS
GUARDIAN RESCUE
KNIFE - KN GUA
Features a folding, 8cm long blade
manufactured from high grade
corrosion resistant stainless steel,
which provides an extremely strong
and durable razor sharp edge.Highly
visible yellow, reinforced super grip
handle, ensures unmatched comfort,
built in retaining clip allows quick and
easy attachment to a safe and
convenient position on your
equipment.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£30.25

Pair of 51cm heavy duty, 18mm wide
rubber straps with quick release
attachments. Suitable for most styles
of knife. May also be used to attach
other equipment.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£11.45

TIE WRAPS - TIE
TRIGGER LINE CUTTER
- KN TRG
Extremely sharp tool with
combination serrated / surgical rust
free blade. Easy to use cutter that
slices through the toughest of rope.
Can be used even with thick 5mm
gloves! Clip on reverse allows safe
attachment to webbing or by lanyard
using the fixing point.
COLOUR: RED.
R.R.P.
£11.75
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5 black & 5 clear 14cm long tie wraps.
Suitable for fixing mouthpieces &
many other applications where a quick
attachment solution is required.
R.R.P.
£1.50
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LAMPS & TORCHES

NOVA-LIGHT- LT NOV

STRATO LED - LT STR

Ultra bright 20 Watt, 8 degree beam,
rechargeable dive lamp with high
focus beam. Complete with charger,
mains adapter, optional or spare 10
Watt bulb, wrist lanyard & protective
abrasion resistant front cover to guard
against knocks & assist in providing
service for many years. The NovaLight provides fantastic performance
at an economical level.
66 minutes burn time at 20 Watts.
130 minute burn time at 10 Watts.
Waterproof to 100 metres.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£97.00

Ultra bright low power consumption, 3
Watt LED lamp in a black anodised
aluminium with aluminium handle &
comfort wrist lanyard. Takes 6
standard (included), or rechargeable,
AA size batteries, available from
almost anywhere. Supplied with 12
degree focus lens, 60 degree wide
beam lens, protective nylon end caps
& comfort wrist lanyard. Lightweight &
tough this lamp represents great
performance at a great price.
2.5 hours burn time.
Waterproof to 100 metres.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£165.00

HALO LED - LT HAL

VISTA LED - LT VIS

A high specification aluminium torch
rated at 60metres depth with 220
Lumens output with up to 2.5 hour
burn time. Takes 3 standard AA size
1.5 Volt batteries, which are included
& available from almost anywhere, or
may be used with rechargeable AA
cells if desired. Lightweight & tough
this light represents great
performance at a great price. Supplied
in a stylish foam lined box complete
with a strong & comfortable wrist
lanyard for ease of use.
2.5 hours burn time at full power.
Waterproof to 100 metres.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£66.00

Aluminium anodized torch rated at 80m
depth with 160 Lumen output allowing
up to 8 hours of burn time. Features a
Cree LED 10 degree focus beam with a
secure bracket clamp for attachment to
underwater video cameras or similar
devices. Takes 3 standard AAA size 1.5
Volt batteries, which are included or
may be used with rechargeable AAA
cells if desired. Compact, strong &
lightweight, everything you need from a
torch. Supplied with comfortable wrist
lanyard for ease of use.
8 hours burn time at full power.
Waterproof to 100 metres.
COLOUR: SILVER.
R.R.P.
£59.95
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MODEL & PART CODE

BATTERY TYPE/QUANTITY

BRIGHTNESS IN LUMEN

FUSION - LT FUS

3x ‘C’ standard cells

1000 lm

Up to 5 hours

QUASAR - LT QUA

Lithium Li-Ion rechargeable

900 lm

Up to 9.5 hours

ASTRA - LT AST

Lithium Li-lon rechargeable

900 lm

Up to 1.5 hours

FUSION - LT FUS

3x ‘C’ standard cells

900 lm

Over 5 hours

PLATINUM - LT PLA

NiMH rechargeable

660 lm

Up to 2 hours

STRATO - LT STR

6x ‘AA’ standard cells included

450 lm

Up to 2.5 hours

HALO - LT HAL

3x ‘AA’ standard cells

220 lm

Up to 2.5 hours

NOVA - LT NOV

Lead Acid rechargeable

200 lm

Up to 2 hours

VISTA - LT VIS

3x ‘AAA’ standard cells

160 lm

STARLIGHT - LT STA

1x ‘AAA’ standard cells

160 lm

Up to 8 hours
Up to 8 hours

SPELLBOUND- LT SBD

3x ‘AAA’ standard cells

150 lm

Up to 8 hours
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BURN TIME IN HOURS

TORCHES, LIGHTS & STROBES

STAR LIGHT - LT STA

AUTOMATIC SAFETY LIGHT
- LT ASL

Ultra compact & super lightweight
aluminium LED torch measuring only
10cm in length & weighing a mere 39
grams. Features an inovative mask
R.R.P.
attachment clip for secure fastening
to
£27.50
most mask straps enabling improved
vision during diving. The powerful 13
degree, 160 lumen LED is perfect for
reading gauges, slates & computers
etc. Requires only a single standard
'AAA' battery cell & has an impressive 8
hour burn time. Supplied complete with
a strong wrist lanyard as an alternative
to mask mounting.
8 hours burn time at full power.
Waterproof to 100 metres.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£27.50

Water activated automatic safety
strobe light for use in poor visibility to
keep contact with you buddy or
trainee, complete with stainless safety
pin style attachment point, 89mm
overall length and weighs a mere 27
Grammes. Flashes green 130 times
per minute, depth rated to 100 metres
and disposable after an incredible 750
h o u r s b u r n t i m e . Tu r n s o f f
automatically when dry.
R.R.P.
£8.75

SPELLBOUND LED MULTILIGHT - LT SBD

NEW T
DUC
PRO

SOLAR X LED - LT SOL
900 Lumens Super Bright LED torch
with adjustable comfort wrist lanyard
which ensures safe keeping when
deployed in the most hostile of
underwater environments. Burns for
well in excess of 5 hours, with twin ORing Seals simple to use On/Off switch
with safety lock. Uses 3 Cell Batteries or
rechargeable cells. Choice of Technical
Black or highly visible Flo. Orange or
Yellow colours.
Over 5 hours burn time at full power.
Waterproof to 60 metres.
COLOURS: BLACK, ORANGE &
YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£35.95

NEW T
DUC
R
P O
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Triple-Action 150 Lumens Twin-Level
LED Torch and Mega High Intensity
flashing strobe light. Super Bright 1
Watt LED torch, lowered to a reduced
brightness with a simple flick of the
Multi-Function switch and turned into
an intensive Fast Flashing S.O.S.
Strobe with one more swift flick of the
switch. Measures approximately 12
cms long and a maximum of 4cms in
diameter and weighs only 101
Grammes, perfect for storing in a
Diving BCD Pocket or any other
suitable location. The 150 Lumen LED
has a burn time of between 4 and 8
hours. Powered by either a single
18650 Lithium battery or 3 'AAA' size
standard or re-chargeable battery
cells, which are not supplied, these
are easily installed or exchanged in
the triple sealed battery compartment.
Supplied with an adjustable strong
wrist lanyard, with nylon cord lock for
additional security and optional quick
release Snap Clip. A super neat and
compact Multi Functional Torch,
waterproof to a depth of 50 Metres,
manufactured from corrosion
resistant high quality ABS and marine
grade stainless steel.
COLOURS: FLO. ORANGE & FLO.
YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£27.95
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STROBES, STROBE-TORCHES, & TORCH ACCESSORIES

ELECTRA LED STROBE &
TORCH - LT ELE
The famous Beaver Electra Strobe &
Torch Unit, compeletly updated and
improved, hugely popular for SCUBA
Diving and a large variety of other sports
where a conveniently sized, combined
LED Light and Flashing Strobe is
essential. Compact flashing strobe light,
visible for approximately 3kms,
combined with a super bright LED torch
on the opposite end. Uses 3 AA
Batteries, rechargeable versions may
also be used if desired. Strong and
Comfortable wrist lanyard with cord lock
and rubber sleeve, or may be attached
to a suitable position on other items of
equipment using the optional adjustable
velcro straps included. Helps Maintain
contact with others in dark or limited
light conditions, aids safety by
increasing visibility and also provides a
convenient and handy sized 130
Lumens back up LED torch.
24 hours burn time strobe, 1 to 1.5
flashes per second.
6 hours burn time torch.
Waterproof to 60 metres.
COLOURS: BLACK & ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£56.25

SPECTRUM LED STROBE
LIGHT - LT SPE
The iconic Beaver Spectrum Strobe
Light, updated and improved, used
extensively in SCUBA Diving and a
large variety of other sports where a
compact, reliable and powerful Flashing
LED Strobe Light is required. Uses 3
AA Batteries, rechargeable versions
may also be used if desired. Supplied
with a fully adjustable heavy duty Velcro
strap to enable positioning in a
convenient location, such as attached to
the shoulder area of a Divers BCD.
Used to maintain contact in dark or
limited light conditions to both be seen
and maintain contact between groups,
visible for approximately 3 kms.
24 hours burn time.
Waterproof to 60 metres.
1 to 1.5 Flashes per Second.
COLOURS: BLACK & ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£51.99
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MAINS PLUG ADAPTORS

NEW T
DUC
R
P O

Electrical mains adapters for use with
any mains product to allow
international travel. Designed for use
with the Beaver range of underwater
lamps.
UK TO EUROPEAN SOCKET
- LT SPUE

R.R.P.
£2.75

NEW T
DUC
R
P O

LIGHT STICK - LTS
Cyalume fluorescent 15 cm long
diving grade light stick with an extra
long 8 hour burn time & handy hook
attachment. Snap & shake to attract
attention during night time diving,
marking your way during a low
visibility dive or use at any other time
when an instant light is required.
COLOURS: GREEN, ORANGE,
RED & WHITE..
R.R.P.
£2.40
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DRY BAGS & DRY POUCHES
NEW T
DUC
PRO

NEW T
UC
ROD

P

60 LITRE TAURUS DRY
BAG - TDB 60
Extra Large heavy duty poly-vinyl dry
bag with quick release waterproof
closure, fast and simple to use when
access is required. Ensures large
items can be maintained in a clean
and dry environment, adjustable
webbing shoulder strap for convenient
carriage. 60 Litre Capacity
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: 29 X 85CM.
R.R.P.
£36.95

40 LITRE TAURUS DRY
BAG - TDB 40
Large capacity heavy duty poly-vinyl
dry bag with quick and easy to use
waterproof closure. Allows safe and
dry storeage of larger sized apparel or
equipment and fast access to items as
and when required. 40 Litre Capacity.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: 29 X 72CM.
R.R.P.
£24.95

115 LITRE BUFFALO DRY
BAG - BDB 115
Extra large vinyl & waterproof
cordulon bag with quick release
waterproof closure & adjustable back
pack straps with corrosion free fittings.
Perfect for dry storage &
transportation of large & bulky
equipment 115 litre capacity.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: 40 X 90CM.
R.R.P.
£26.95

20 LITRE TAURUS DRY
BAG - TDB 20
NEW T
DUC
R
P O

NEW T
DUC
PRO

Medium sized heavy duty poly-vinyl
dry bag with quick and easy to use
waterproof closure. Ensures that
items remain dry when near water or
in the rain, quick access when
required is a simple task. 20 Litre
Capacity.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: 22 X 72CM.
R.R.P.
£19.75

13 LITRE TAURUS DRY
BAG - TDB 13

Large, heavy duty vinyl & waterproof
cordulon bag with quick release
waterproof closure & padded back
pack carrying strap. 85 litre capacity.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: 33 X 98CM.
R.R.P.
£22.50

Handy and compact heavy duty polyvinyl dry bag with quick release
waterproof closure, perfect for storing
smaller items away from the
damaging effects of water, while
allowing fast and easy access to
equipment when required.13 Litre
Capacity.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: 22 X 55CM.

DRY SURFACE POUCH

SMALL

85 LITRE BUFFALO DRY
BAG - BDB 85

Used to help keep materials dry at the
surface or on a boat. Equipped with
cord lanyard for carrying & securing
the pouch. Transparent front allows
easy viewing of maps, etc. whilst
maintaining dry conditions inside.
Carefully constructed of corrosion
resistant poly-vinyl materials to
maintain high levels of durability.
SMALL - DSP S
SIZE: 12 X 18CM
LARGE - DSP L
SIZE: 26 X 30CM

22 LITRE BUFFALO DRY
BAG - BDB 22
Compact heavy duty vinyl & cordulon
combination waterproof bag with
quick release waterproof closure. 22
litre capacity.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: 20 X 70CM.
R.R.P.
£13.95

R.R.P.
£4.95

R.R.P.
£6.10

LARGE
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BAGS
MAMMOTH ROLLER BAG
- BG MRB
Huge capacity, high spec Rucksack,
Trolley-Wheelie Bag with large main
and 4 smaller compartments.
Retractable trolley handle provides
ease of transport combined with
super strong wheels. Fully adjustable
padded shoulder straps ensure great
comfort for carrying in a 'traditional
rucksack' style, additional handles
enable ease of carrying in varying
situations. Rust Free Nylon zips,
Super light and strong Polyester
fabric ensure strength and durability.
SIZE: 80 X 47 X 40CM.
APPROX. 129 LITRES.
R.R.P.
£135.00

VENTURE FOLD-UP BAG BG VEN
Weighing in at just 0.4 Kgs. Super
lightweight Dive Bag which can be
easily folded in itself and zipped
closed for compact storeage. Idael
size enables your equipment to be
NEW T easily carried. Large main section and
C
U
D
generous end pocket allow seperation
PRO
of and easy access. Two nylon ebbing
carry straps allow convenient and
comfortable carriage.
SIZE: 72 X 32 X 32 CMS.
APPROX. 83 LITRES.
R.R.P.
£21.75

CHIEFTAIN RUCKSACK
- BG CHI
Padded rucksack bag with adjustable
padded shoulder straps and 2 front
pockets and large fin pockets.
Polymer zips with sturdy metal
runners provide years of service,
weighs just 1.9 Kgs when empty..
SIZE: 61 X 51 X 29CM.
APPROX. 90 LITRES.
R.R.P.
£49.95

MESH BAG - BG MSH
Lightweight Mesh barrel bag with
velcro closing carry handle. Folds into
end pocket when empty for easy
storage on boat etc. weighs 0.5 Kg.
SIZE: 84 X 38 X 38CM.
APPROX. 100 LITRES.
R.R.P.
£29.95

MULTI BAG - BG MUL
Lightweight solution enabling all your
equipment to be carried to your
destination & allow ease of use during
your time away. Large main section, fin
compartment, zip off side compartment
with two front pockets ensure the
ultimate in versatility.
SIZE: 71 X 36 X 36CM.
APPROX. 92 LITRES.
R.R.P.
£64.95

EXPLORER BAG - BG EXP
TRAVEL-LITE - BG TRA
Conveniently sized extremely
lightweight holdall to transport all your
diving essentials. Manufactured from
Hyperlite, a new hi-tech material
combining high strength, low weight
and weather resistance. Weighs only
1.65Kgs, with Padded Shoulder Strap,
nylon rust -free zips, side and end
compartment for storing smaller items
add to the features of this great dive
bag.
SIZE: 78 X 36 X 34CM.
APPROX. 95 LITRES.
R.R.P.
£47.00
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Super convenient and ultra lightweight
snorkelling bag with adjustable
shoulder straps and self draining
mesh. Front pouch for storage and
zipped internal pocket. Bag can be
folded in on itself for compact storage
when not in use, weighs only 0.45 Kgs
when empty.
SIZE: 72 X 39 X 39CM.
APPROX. 100 LITRES.
R.R.P.
£27.95
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NEW T
DUC
PRO

BAGS, CARGO POUCHES, BAGGAGE TAG & MASK BOX
FIN BAG - BG FIN
A highly stylish and attractive fin bag.
Made from hi-tech Hyperlite material
combining high strength, light weight
and weather resistance. Handy fin
storage compartment with large front
pockets. Integrated mesh panel
allows water to drain away efficiently.
Unique specially designed shape,
makes it perfect for carrying mask, fins
& snorkel, weighs only 0.6 Kgs.
SIZE: 68 X 25 X 20CM.
APPROX. 30 LITRES.

R.R.P.
£25.50

CHANGING MAT - SUIT
BAG - BG MAT
Multi purpose heavy duty nylon bag
which folds flat when open to become
an handy changing mat & also used
for transport of your dry suit whilst
preventing damage to expensive
zips, weighs just 0.6 Kgs. when
empty. Manufactured from extra tough
Cordulon Nylon fabric with twin runner
heavy duty zip, allows total or partial
opening on demand.
SIZE: 112 X 51CM.
R.R.P.
£23.50

SPORT REGULATOR BAG
- BG SRB
Zip fastening bag, weighing only 0.4
Kgs., custom made for carrying a
regulator, octopus & gauges, with
hand carry handle. Conveniently fits
inside your main equipment bag or
rucksack, padded construction
protects the most valued of essential
equipment.
SIZE: 36 X 36 X 8CM.
APPROX. 10 LITRES.

R.R.P.
£17.75

PRO DIVER GEAR
BAGGAGE TAG - BG TAG
Durable luggage tag, ensuring that
your bag can be quickly identified &
reunited with you should the need
arise. The reverse side has panels for
name, address, telephone & e-mail
details to be applied.
R.R.P.
£1.95

DOCUMENT WALLET
- DOC
Zip closing nylon wallet suitable for
protective storage of A4 documents,
magazines etc.
SIZE: 36 X 28CM.
R.R.P.
£2.75

CARGO POUCH - CPC
Heavy duty, high capacity nylon pouch
with mesh sides for drainage.
Features adjustable quick release
fittings & integral rust resistant Drings. Suitable for reels & larger
accessories. Designed to attach to a
weight belt, harness or other suitable
equipment with 50mm webbing.
SIZE: 28 X 18 X 5CM.
R.R.P.
£10.95
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CLEAR MASK STORAGE
BOX - MK BOX
Perfect for safe transportation and
storage of most makes of Diving and
Snorkelling Masks, complete with
protective cushioned foam internal
base. Manufactured from high grade
impact resistant clear polymers, extra
strong watertight lid, quick and simple
to remove when required. Provides
essential protection from impact
damage, in addition reduces dust and
other contaminants and protects from
damaging U.V. Rays ensuring masks
remain in tip-top condition. Measures
8 X 3 ½ inches, with a depth of 4 ½
inches - 203 X 89 X 114 mm.
R.R.P.
£4.95
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CATCH BAGS, GOODY BAGS, & WATCH SERVICING

GOODY BAGS
Strong & Flexible mesh bag for easy
carrying of articles to the surface and a
variety of other uses. Drawstring with
cord lock ensures contentsnare
carried safely & securely. Folds neatly
when not in use.
COLOUR: BLACK.
STANDARD SIZE: 65 X 45 CM
R.R.P.
- BG GOO S
£13.25
LARGE SIZE: 85 X 65 CM
- BG GOO L
£15.25

MARINE SILICONE
WATCH STRAP
Strong & tough marine grade silicone
watch strap perfect for replacing lost
and broken straps or an upgrade.
Suitable for most watches.
20MM WATCH STRAP - WS 20
22MM WATCH STRAP - WS 22
R.R.P.
£9.50

CATCH BAG - BG CAT
Rolls up neatly when not in use &
fastens with velcro closing to either
retain contents or when out of use.
High specification bag, weighing just
0.15 Kgs. perfect for carrying articles
to the surface.
COLOUR: BLACK/YELLOW.
SIZE: 58 X 38CM.
R.R.P.
£13.25
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SERVICE AND BATTERY
REPLACMENT - REPWB
Our trained experts are able to replace
old batteries, service O-Rings &
pressure test. We can easily revive
most tired watches back to life!
R.R.P.
£26.95
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LEAD BLOCK & SHOT WEIGHTS
NEW T
DUC
R
P O

SEA PEARLS LACE-THRU
LEAD BLOCKS

Black Lace-thru lead block designed
for ease of use and extreme durability.
Scratch resistant polymer coating
withstands the harshest demanding
environments. Quickly attached to all
standard 2 Inch/50mm weight belts,
maintain in position using 3 Bar
Buckle type Weight Retainers. Curved
to add increased levels of comfort
when worn.
R.R.P.
10LBS / 4.5KG - S LBK 10
£31.50
12LBS / 5.4KG - S LBK 12
£37.95

VINYL COATED LEAD
BLOCKS

Lace through Lead Blocks perfectly
designed for ease of use and extreme
durability. Finished in a tough scratch
resistant vinyl coating which will
withstand the harshest of the most
demanding environments. Quickly
attached to all standard Divers 2
Inch/50mm webbing weight belts,
simply maintained in position using 3
Bar Buckle type Weight Retainers.
Shaped to suit your body curvature
and add increased levels of comfort
when worn. All Corners and Edges are
rounded off to reduce drag and
minimise interference with other
equipment.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
1 KG = 2.2 LBS - LBK 1
£11.65
2 KG = 4.4 LBS - LBK 2
£23.30
3 KG = 6.6 LBS - LBK 3
£34.95
4 KG = 8.8 LBS - LBK 4
£46.60

SEA PEARLS T-WEIGHT
LEAD BLOCKS

Heavy duty T-Weight, designed to
perfectly fit snugly within a BCD or
Technical Diving harness pocket and
curved to fit comfortably around your
waist. Super high quality fade
resistant black vinyl coated for
maximum strength and abrasion
resistance. The T handle section,
ensures simple installation, removal
and carrying, designed specifically for
use in ensuring the perfect buoyancy
and weight distribution demanded by
the worlds foremost technical diving
experts.
R.R.P.
5LBS / 2.3KG - S TW 5
£17.10
8LBS / 3.6KG - S TW 8
£28.80
10LBS / 4.5KG - S TW 10
£32.50
12LBS / 5.4KG - S TW 12
£41.50

ANKLE WEIGHTS, WEIGHT SYSTEMS & LEAD
EMPTY ANKLE WEIGHTS

NEOPRENE ANKLE
WEIGHTS - AW 1
Pair of neoprene ankle weights made
from extra heavy duty 2.5mm
Armourtex lined fabric, with quick and
easy Velcro closing. Each side
containing approximately 1 Kg of ungraphited lead shot. Ankle weights
improve stability by altering the weight
centre during diving ensuring a safe
position can be maintained. Soft and
flexible neoprene outer casing
ensures the ultimate in comfort.
R.R.P.
£36.95

EAW 3

Pair of empty ankle weights, suitable
for filling with loose lead shot. R.R.P.
NEOPRENE - EAW 1
£15.95
INGOT - EAW 3
£14.95

REQUIRE SEWING WHEN FILLED.

INGOT ANKLE WEIGHTS
- AW 3
Heavy duty nylon with quick and easy
to use fully adjustable Side Release
Buckle fastening, both sides contain
approximately 0.6kg lead in the form
of small ingots. Ankle weights improve
stability during SCUBA diving by
altering the weight centre, particularly
when diving dressed in a dry suit.
Supplied as a pair.
R.R.P.
£36.95
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LEAD SHOT POUCHES
Heavy duty mesh pouch containing
un-graphited lead shot, extreme
comfort & flexibility.
R.R.P.
1KG - LSP 1
£12.50
2KG - LSP 2
£25.00
3KG - LSP 3
£37.50

28 KG. LEAD SHOT - TUB
28 Kilograms of loose un-graphited
lead shot. For use with Beaver Pro
Shot Belt & all other suitable styles.
Also used to make up Lead Shot
Pouches and Soft Trim Weights.
R.R.P.
£216.75
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WEIGHT SYSTEMS, WEBBING & BELTS
WEIGHT BELT - SWB
1.5 metre long, 50mm wide heavy
duty webbing with stainless steel cam
lock buckle. Provides sturdy retention
of your lead block weights. Also use
Beaver weight retainers for securing
lead to prevent movement during use.
R.R.P.
£12.95

EMPTY SHOT POUCHES
Empty nylon mesh pouches suitable
for filling with lead shot.
1KG - ESP 1

R.R.P.
£3.25

2KG - ESP 2
£3.45

3KG - ESP 3
£3.60

QUICK RELEASE WEIGHT
BELT - WB QRB
1.3m metre long, 50mm heavy duty
webbing. Rapid single action for easy
dressing & super fast removal in an
emergency. Securely retains lead
block weights & comes conveniently
with two weight retainers to be used
for additional security.
R.R.P.
£16.50

PROFESSIONAL RUBBER
WEIGHT BELT - WB RUB
A very heavy gauge rubber weight belt
56 inches/143 cm metre long, 50mm
wide with super heavy duty stainless
steel buckle. Provides sturdy
retention of your lead block weights
without the need for weight retainers
and retains position during diving.
R.R.P.
£34.25

TECH WEIGHT HARNESS
- TWH
50mm wide fully adjustable heavy
duty webbing & cordulon harness with
6 D-ring attachment points & quick
release shoulder straps. For use with
up to 26Kgs/57Lbs. of lead shot
pouches.
R.R.P.
£76.50

WEIGHT HARNESS
POCKETS - WHP
Pair of spare pockets for use with tech
weight harness.
R.R.P.
£23.50

REQUIRE SEWING WHEN FILLED.

STANDARD DUTY 25MM
WEBBING
50 metre long roll of 25mm wide high
quality standard duty webbing
suitable for harnesses, lanyards &
other applications. May be used in
conjunction with suitably sized
buckles, & retainers.
25MM WIDE - WEB 25

R.R.P.
£29.95

HEAVY DUTY 50MM
WEBBING - WEB 50
50 metre long roll of 50mm/ 2 Inch
wide extremely heavy duty webbing
suitable for weight belts, harnesses &
other applications where strength and
durability is essential .
R.R.P.
£89.00

WEBBING CUT TO THE
METRE
Webbing cut to the metre, suitable for
weight belts, harnesses & a host of
other applications. May be used in
conjunction with buckles & retainers
which are sized to suit.
R.R.P.
STANDARD DUTY 25MM WIDE
- WEB 25 M
£1.75

HEAVY DUTY 50MM WIDE
- WEB 50 M
£3.60

PRO SHOT BELT - PSB
Heavy duty cordulon nylon & webbing
with side buckle closing & external,
velcro closing fittings for trim weights
when required & 2 D-ring attachment
points. For use with loose lead shot.
WAIST SIZES & WEIGHT CAPACITY
M - 30-42” (76-107CM)16Kgs/35Lbs.
L - 34-46” (86-117CM) 18Kgs/40Lbs.
XL - 38-50” (96-127CM)20Kgs/44Lbs.

50MM STAINLESS STEEL
CAM LOCK BUCKLE
- CLB
Heavy duty stainless steel buckle, for

SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE AND WILL use with harnesses, weight belts,
BE DEPENDANT ON THE TYPE OF SUIT B.C.D.s & many other items of
R.R.P.
equipment fitted with 50mm webbing.
& OTHER EQUIPMENT BEING WORN.

£43.25

R.R.P.
£6.95

PRO POUCH BELT - PPB
Heavy duty cordulon nylon & webbing
with top velcro closing for use with
flexible lead shot pouches, allowing
quick & easy buoyancy adjustment.
WAIST SIZES & WEIGHT CAPACITY
S - 26-38” (66-97CM) 18Kgs/40Lbs.
M - 30-42” (76-107CM)18Kgs/40Lbs.
L - 34-46” (86-117CM) 24Kgs/53Lbs.
XL - 38-50” (96-127CM)29Kgs/64Lbs.

50MM NYLON CAM-LOCK
BUCKLE - NLB

50mm Super Heavy Duty Nylon camlock buckle, for use with equipment
fitted with 50mm webbing. Perfect for
belts, harnesses & B.C.D.s. when you
SIZES ARE APPROXIMATE AND WILL
don’t want to have any sharp edges.
BE DEPENDANT ON THE TYPE OF SUIT
R.R.P.
R.R.P. & OTHER EQUIPMENT BEING WORN.
£2.99
£26.50
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LARGE

BUCKLES, LINES & LIFTING BAGS
D-RING WEIGHT
RETAINER - SWD
50mm stainless steel retaining clip
with handy D-ring attachment point for
use with most belts, harnesses &
B.C.D.s with 50mm webbing.
R.R.P.
£6.50

22.7kg PARACHUTE
LIFTING BAG - PLB 22
STAINLESS WEIGHT
RETAINER - SWT
50mm stainless steel retaining clip for
use with most belts, harnesses &
B.C.D.s with appropriate webbing.
R.R.P.
£4.95

Heavy duty poly-vinyl 22.7 kg capacity
lifting bag with 3D design, providing
great stability & efficient lift. Featuring
self sealing inflation diaphragm &
automatic overpressure valve with
manual exhaust pull cord. Complete
with durable webbing straps, marine
grade attachment D-Ring & elastic
cord allowing convenient compact
storage.
COLOUR: ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£62.95

PAIR OF SLIMLINE
STAINLESS WEIGHT
RETAINERS - SWR
Slimline 50mm stainless steel
retaining clip for use with most belts,
harnesses & B.C.D.s. Provides high
tension positive grip & helps prevent
webbing from slipping.
webbing .
R.R.P.
£3.99

45.4kg PARACHUTE
LIFTING BAG - PLB 45
PACK OF WEIGHT
RETAINERS - WRT
Pack of 5 high tensile polymer clips for
use with belts, harnesses & B.C.D.s
with suitable 50mm wide webbing
installed.
COLOURS: BLACK, BLUE &
YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£6.25

3D parachute design, combining
maximum lift, minimal use of air &
increased stability. Heavy duty polyvinyl fabric giving a 45.4 kg cargo
capacity. Integral automatic dump
valve with manual pull cord, regulates
the internal pressure ensuring a
controlled & constant ascent &
automatically purges as pressure
increases. Useful elastic cords allow
the Lifting Bag to be neatly stored
when not in use & heavy duty webbing
straps, marine grade stainless steel
D-Ring.
COLOUR: ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£75.50

DRIFT HOOK, LINE &
POUCH - DRH
2 metre long adjustable line made
from 25mm marine grade webbing
with stainless steel drift hook in a
durable nylon pouch. Pouch features
velcro closure and integral nylon Dring for attaching to harness or B.C.D.
R.R.P.
£23.50

www.beaversports.co.uk
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REELS, LINES & SPOOLS
DIGI-LINE FINGER REELS

OSPREY WRECK-LINE
REEL - RE OSP
Over 80 metre line on an heavy duty
nylon reel with thumb operated ratchet
& quick release retaining clip.
Designed to be used for identifying
locations and marking routes.
R.R.P.
£59.99

7.5cm diameter micro reels supplied
in 3 convenient sizes, providing you
with an easy to store & a compact
solution for marking routes. The spool
is manufactured from high grade
polymer, designed & engineered to
resist the harsh reality of adventurous
technical diving. Rust free, stainless
steel double ended bolt snap provide
an anchoring point which may be
clipped on to equipment or submarine
features. The high strength marine
grade cord should provide many years
of intensive use.
SMALL: 15 METRES
- RE DIG S

SMALL

MEDIUM

R.R.P.
£22.75

MEDIUM: 30METRES
- RE DIG M
£25.25

LARGE: 45 METRES
- RE DIG L
£27.75

PUFFIN MINI WRECK-LINE
REEL - RE PUF
Compact reel with over 40 metre line
on heavy duty nylon reel with thumb
operated ratchet & quick release
retaining clip. Ideal for identifying
locations and marking routes.
R.R.P.
£51.75

SHORT SPRING LINE
- SPL S
Extendable spring line equipped with
two split ring attachments. Extends to
over 1.5 metres & is suitable for a
multitude of applications.
R.R.P.
£8.50

LARGE

NEW T
DUC
PRO

STAINLESS STEEL
FINGER SPOOL WITH
LINE & BOLT SNAP
8 cm 304 Marine Grade Stainless
Steel diameter micro reels available in
a choice of 3 sizes, perfectly suited to
the needs of technical diving. An easy
to store & a compact solution for
marking routes. The spool is
manufactured from extra strong
stainless steel, specially designed to
resist the harsh conditions
encountered beneath the oceans.
Rust free, stainless steel double
ended bolt snap provides an
anchoring point which may be clipped
on to equipment or submarine
features. The extra strong and highly
visible bright orange colourted marine
grade cord should provide many years
of intensive use.
SMALL: 15 METRES
- SFS S

R.R.P.
£27.50

MEDIUM: 30METRES
- SFS M

ARROW LINE MARKERS
- ALM
Pack of 5 line markers, designed for
marking routes, depths on shot lines,
etc. Easy to attach and available in 2
colours.
COLOUR: WHITE.

SMALL

£30.25

MEDIUM

LARGE: 45 METRES
- SFS L
£31.50

R.R.P.
£3.95

LARGE
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SURFACE MARKER BUOYS, DELAYED AID & HATS
VALVED SURFACE
MARKER BUOY - SMB DV
Heavy duty poly-vinyl self sealing
surface marker bouy with dump valve
& line attachment point. Displays
diver’s location on the surface during
ascent. Includes handy storage
pouch.
LENGTH: 135cm, WIDTH: 16.5cm,
WEIGHT: 30 Grammes in total.
COLOUR: ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£38.75

EXTRA LARGE VALVED
S.M.B. - SMB DL
NEW T
DUC
PRO

Extra Large Heavy duty poly-vinyl self
sealing surface marker bouy with
dump valve and stainless steel line
attachment point. A diver’s location is
easily visibly displayed to those on the
surface during ascent.
LENGTH: 137cm, WIDTH: 24.5cm,
WEIGHT: 26 Grammes.
COLOUR: ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£47.95

TORPEDO SURFACE
MARKER BUOY - SMB TO

DELAYED SURFACE
MARKER BUOY - SMB DD
Heavy duty poly-vinyl buoy with
weighted bottom, webbing strap, 25
Metre line & convenient storage
pouch with attachment clips. To
display diver’s location during
decompression.
LENGTH: 125cm, WIDTH: 15.5cm,
WEIGHT: 40 Grammes in total.
R.R.P.
£23.50

SURFACE MARKER TUBE
- SMB ST
Heavy duty surface marker with self
sealing inflation valve, may be used to
indicate the location of a diver during
decompression or position of an
object underwater. Features a strong
elasticated cord allowing the marker
tube to be rolled & secured for neat
and compact storage.
LENGTH: 112cm, WIDTH: 12cm,
WEIGHT: 10 Grammes.
COLOUR: ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£29.75

DELAYED AID SURFACE
MARKER BUOY
- DA BUOY
Heavy duty poly-vinyl self sealing
surface marker bouy for use with DA
KIT as shown opposite. Displays
diver’s location on the surface during
ascent. Includes handy storage
pouch.
LENGTH: 175cm, WIDTH: 17cm,
WEIGHT: 15 Grammes.
COLOUR: ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£17.95
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Heavy duty inflatable poly-vinyl
Torpedo shaped Surface Marker Buoy
with detachable flag & 7 conveniently
located line attachment points to allow
easy attachment of S.M.B. Reel
line.Clearly and safely displays the
underwater position of divers to other
users of the water throughout the dive.
R.R.P.
£18.95

ROUND SURFACE
MARKER BUOY - SMB RD
Inflatable heavy duty poly-vinyl round
buoy with detachable flag &
strategically placed line attachment
point for quick and easy line
attachment. Safely displays a diver’s
location on the surface throughout a
dive.
R.R.P.
£15.75

SUPERSTRETCH
NEOPRENE BEANIE HAT
- NBH
Beaver Superstretch Neoprene
Beanie Hat which is designed to keep
your head warm, particularly after
diving or during adverse weather
conditions. Manufactured from state
of the art material that is extremely
flexible, provides great thermal
insulation & comfortable. A perfect
barrier from the elements!
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZE: S
R.R.P.
£13.95

PRO DIVE GEAR
BASEBALL CAP - PCAP
Stylish ‘Pro Dive Gear’ baseball cap
with superior quality embroidered
Beaver logo. A perfect way to look cool
and keep the sun out of your eyes &
show you use the best brand in the
scuba market. The cap features a fully
adjustable rear band to suit most head
sizes.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£9.95
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SLATES, HI-GRIP & HI-TORQUE BANDS
STANDARD DIVE SLATE
- SLA S
Conveniently A5 sized multi use dive
slate with dive pencil on elastic cord &
quick release attachment clip for ease
of use underwater. Extremely durable
shatterproof corrosion free material.
SIZE: 15 X 13CM.
R.R.P.
£12.70

LARGE DIVE SLATE
- SLA L
Large, A4 sized slate with precision
tipped dive pencil on flexible elastic
cord & resilient quick release
attachment clip for ease of use
underwater. Allowing extra space for
underwater use or communicating
with your buddy or trainee.
SIZE: 29 X 20CM.
R.R.P.
£23.30

HI-GRIP ADJUSTABLE
STAINLESS STEEL
BANDS
Top quality rust free 18/8 marine
grade stainless steel adjustable band
suitable for cylinder or battery pack
attachment as well as all other
applications where a strong
connection is required. ideal for salt
water and many other highly corrosive
environments. Strong 8mm worm
drive allows precise adjustment.
R.R.P.
120MM MAX DIAMETER - HG 120
£4.95
160MM MAX DIAMETER - HG 160
£5.85
200MM MAX DIAMETER - HG 200
£6.85
220MM MAX DIAMETER - HG 220
£7.25

HI-TORQUE ADJUSTABLE
STAINLESS STEEL
BANDS
Marine grade corrosion resistant 18/8
stainless steel adjustable band
suitable for quick and sturdy
attachment of items as well as all other
applications where a strong
connection is required. Convenient
and strong 8mm worm drive allows
precise adjustment to size.
R.R.P.

WRIST MOUNTED SLATE
- SLA W
Ergonomic dive slate with three
opening pages to allow storage of a
multitude of information. Includes
pencil on elastic cord & attachment
point. Designed to fit comfortably on
the wrist over wet or dry suit.
SIZE: 15 X 11CM.
R.R.P.
£20.75

20-27MM DIAMETER
- HT 27
£4.25

20-30MM DIAMETER
- HT 30
£4.30

20-35MM DIAMETER
- HT 35
£4.40

25-40MM DIAMETER
- HT 40
£4.50

25-45MM DIAMETER
- HT 45
£4.60

30-50MM DIAMETER
- HT 50

DOUBLE PAGE DIVE
SLATE - SLA D
Large slate with two pages & a
precision tipped dive pencil on flexible
elastic cord & resilient quick release
attachment clip for ease of use
underwater. Giving you maximum
space for your underwater use or
communicating with your buddy or
trainee.
SIZE: 17.5 X 12.5CM.
R.R.P.
£28.65

£4.70

40-60MM DIAMETER
- HT 60
50-70MM DIAMETER
- HT 70

£4.75

£4.95

60-80MM DIAMETER
- HT 80
£5.20

70-90MM DIAMETER
- HT 90
£5.40

80-100MM DIAMETER
- HT 100
£4.95

85-115MM DIAMETER
- HT 115

SLATE PENCIL - SLA PEN
Pair of dive slate pencils specially
designed for underwater use. May be
used as a replacement for virtually all
models of dive slate.
R.R.P.
£2.70

£5.30

90-120MM DIAMETER
- HT 120
£5.35

330-360MM DIAMETER
- HT 360
£7.65

340-380MM DIAMETER
- HT 380
£7.85

FOR CYLINDER DIAMETERS SEE PAGES 43 & 44.
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SINGLE PRESSURE GAUGES
OBSERVER COMPACT
CONTENTS GAUGE
- GA OBS
Clear and concise compact
lightweight contents gauge,
one
piece brass body, copper Beryllium
spiral wound coil Bourdon tube,
extremely strong polycarbonate
transparent window. 48mm face
diameter weighs only 276 Grams
complete with 80cm/32 inch hose and
moulded rubber housing with
attachment loop. Crystal clear display
which becomes luminous in the dark.

NEW T
DUC

PRO

48MM 400 BAR PRESSURE
GAUGE CAPSULE
- GA SPC

NEW T
DUC

PRO

R.R.P.
£79.99

300 Bar working pressure, pressure
contents gauge with high visibility
luminous dial, crystal clear display
providing fast and accurate information..
48mm diameter capsule to fit most
compact size consoles & housings.
Compatible with 7/16” UNF high
pressure hose connections.
R.R.P.
£46.75

STATUS MINI NITROX
CONTENTS GAUGE
- GA STA
Low profile 300 Bar working pressure,
400 Bar dial contents gauge with high
visibility luminous dial, 76cm long high
pressure hose complete with
convenient
swivel mounting.
Coloured green for easy nitrox
identification.
NITROX COMPATIBLE AFTER
OXYGEN CLEANING.
R.R.P.
£74.75

FIRST STAGE BUTTON
PRESSURE GAUGE
- GA BUT
23mm wide stainless steel miniature
pressure indicator, for use up to a
maximum working pressure of 300
Bar with standard 7/16” UNF fitting.
Connects to regulator first stage,
giving pressure indication. Ideal for
use with pony cylinder.
R.R.P.
£39.50

REPORTER 400 BAR
PRESSURE GAUGE
- GA REP

NEW T
DUC
PRO

Standard 60mm diameter, extremely
heavy duty contents gauge and hose.
400 Bar dial indication allows use at
working pressures up to 300 Bar. With
high visibility luminous dial, 76cm long
high pressure hose with swivel
mounting. Super clear highly visible
display provides a quick and easy
display of your cylinder contents.
R.R.P.
£83.75

60MM 400 BAR PRESSURE
GAUGE CAPSULE
- GA PCO
300 Bar working pressure, 400 Bar dial
contents gauge with high visibility, clear
and concise luminous dial. 60mm
diameter capsule to fit most standard
size consoles & housings. Compatible
with 7/16” UNF high pressure hose
connections.
R.R.P.
£51.25

INDICATOR + PRESSURE
GAUGE WITH
ATTACHMENT CLIP
- GA IND
Highly polished nickel plated, solid
brass tech indicator pressure gauge
with integral, heavy duty stainless steel
side clip for quick & easy attachment.
Complete with precision gauge with
superior mechanism featuring 400 Bar
dial with high visibility 52mm luminous
dial inside high quality scratch resistant
tempered glass lens. Compatable with
standard 7/16” UNF high pressure
hoses & Beaver's hose swivel HS HSW.
Designed specifically for technical side
mount & cave divers & also offers a neat
solution to ensuring your gauge & hose
remain neat & tidy protecting the
underwater environment.
R.R.P.
£81.50

NEW T
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GAUGE CONSOLES , DEPTH & CHECK GAUGES

SURVEYOR COMPACT
TWIN CONSOLE - GA SUR
Lightweight and compact in line twin
console with high specification 48mm
diameter 400 Bar dial contents gauge
& 70 metre depth gauge with
maximum depth indicator. 80cm high
pressure hose with swivel and 7/16”
UNF thread allows connection to all
t y p e s o f r e g u l a t o r. C o n c i s e
information is provided by crystal clear
and easily read digits, the faces are
luminous in the dark. Manufactured in
Italy to exceed the requirements of
European Standards EN-250 and EN13319. Total weight including the
streamlined moulded rubber console
is only 276 Grams.
R.R.P.
£125.95

ANALYSER CHECK
GAUGE - GA ANA 3
60 mm face diameter 300 Bar DIN fitting
high pressure contents indicator with
push button pressure relief valve.
Attaches to EN-144-3 type cylinder
valve to determine cylinder pressure.
For use with G5/8" DIN fitting valves, for
surface use only.
R.R.P.
£71.95

SENTINEL TWIN CONSOLE
- GA SEN
Solid & sturdy Twin instrument
console with 400 Bar dial contents
gauge & inline 80 metre depth gauge
with maximum depth indicator. High
visibility clear and concise dials, which
are luminous in darker conditions.
Supplied with a 80cm/32 inch long
high pressure hose with swivel, for
use at working pressures of up to 300
Bar, standard 7/16” UNF threads allow
use with all types of SCUBA Diving
Regulator. 63mm diameter externally ,
weighs 584 Grams inclusive of heavy
duty moulded rubber console and high
pressure hose.
R.R.P.

INSPECTOR CHECK
GAUGE - GA INS
15 Bar intermediate pressure gauge for
monitoring & checking regulator 1st
stage output pressure & intermediate
hose pressure between first & second
stage. Suitable for use with all QD
coupling hoses. For surface use only.
R.R.P.
£26.95

£129.50
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COMPASSES, B.C.D. SPARES & SHOULDER CARRYING STRAP
NAVIGATOR COMPASS
- GA NAV
Wrist mounted compass features,
enhanced readability with prominent
pointer in the side-viewing window,
high-strength magnet gives fast,
positive & accurate response. A red
lubber line for top-reading accuracy.
Abrasion-resistant bezel rotates 360°.
Heavy duty housing & highly flexible
wrist strap with rust resistant buckle.

NEW T
DUC
PRO

PILOT COMPASS WITH
WRIST BUNGEE
- GA PIL
Liquid filled wrist mounted compass
that provides exceptional tilt
allowance giving the highest degree of
accuracy. Features 360° rotating
bezel, solid heavy duty polymer
housing with side viewing window,
high visibility luminous dial & bungee
cord to securely & comfortably attach
over any suit. The compass boasts a
high-strength magnet gives fast,
positive & accurate response.
R.R.P.
£68.50

R.R.P.
£47.75

WAYFARER COMPASS
- GA WAY
Wrist mounted compass featuring
360° rotating bezel, heavy duty
polymer housing with side viewing
window, high visibility luminous dial,
oil filled for steady readings & bungee
cord to securely & comfortably attach
over any suit. The compass boasts a
high-strength magnet gives fast,
positive & accurate response.
R.R.P.
£56.75

60MM COMPASS CAPSULE
ONLY - GA CCO
Polaris type side & upper reading oil
filled underwater compass with high
visibility luminous dial & rotating
bezel. 60mm diameter, suitable for
most housings & consoles.
R.R.P.
£43.50

EXPLORER COMPASS
- GA EXP

B.C.D. CAM BAND
- BC CAM

Hose mounted compass, features
rotating bezel, side & upper reading oil
filled underwater high visibility luminous
dial & hose attachment clip, as shown on
the left. Also features B.C.D. attachment
clip, which is to be used with an Hose
Clip to allow secure attachment to most
types of B.C.D.’s.
R.R.P.
£43.50

NEW T
DUC
PRO

POLARIS COMPASS
- GA POL

B.C.D. INFLATION UNIT
- BC INF

Side & upper reading oil filled
compass with high visibility luminous
dial, revolving ring, heavy duty
housing & wrist strap with rust
resistant buckle.

High performance, sturdy
replacement inflation unit suitable for
most types of Buoyancy Control
Devices. Fits corrugated hoses with a
diameter of approximately 25mm,
supplied complete with stainless steel
pin for attaching release valve cord,
with standard DIN type direct feed
hose attachment.
R.R.P.
£46.75

R.R.P.
£55.35

TRAILBLAZER WRIST
MOUNTED COMPASS
- GA TRA
Wrist mounted compass features,
enhanced readability with prominent
pointer in the side-viewing window,
high-strength magnet gives fast,
positive & accurate response. A red
lubber line for top-reading accuracy.
Abrasion-resistant bezel rotates 360°.
Heavy duty housing & highly flexible
wrist strap with rust resistant buckle.

Heavy duty nylon webbing cam band
with twin lock cam buckle, rubber
resistance pad and velcro closing. Fits
most types of cylinders & jackets.
Secures cylinder to B.C.D.
R.R.P.
£20.75

NEW T
DUC
PRO

R.R.P.
£68.50
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B.C.D. INFLATION UNIT
SERVICE KIT - BC INF SK
All the parts necessary for an
authorised Service Technician to
carry out a 12 Monthly scheduled
routine service on Beaver B.C.D.
Inflation Units - BC INF.
R.R.P.
£3.95
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B.C.D.’S & SNORKELLING VESTS

LIGHTNING B.C.D - BC LIG

STORM SIDEMOUNT
B.C.D.
Back-buoyancy rear bladder provides
fantastic freedom of movement. Its
streamlined and flexible design
provides reduced drag and simple
and effective buoyancy control whilst
also ensuring a high level of comfort.
With full visibility, it is quick and simple
to get access to the cylinders, valves,
and regulators, which allows efficient
adjustment at variable depths. The
Storm Sidemount B.C.D. system is
suitable for use by all divers including
professional sidemount, cave and
technical experts. Supplied with
harness, butt plate, wing and crotch
strap ready assembled and is
complete with rigging kit which
includes attachment line, two extra
strong bungee straps with a 100mm
stainless steel swivel bolt snap and
48mm stainless steel screw lock
quick link attached to each end. Also
two heavy duty fully adjustable Cam
Bands with stainless steel buckles,
and four 120mm stainless steel swivel
bolt snaps, everything that is required
for immediate sidemount diving. The
entire assembly can be quickly
dismantled for ease of storage and
travel.
Outer shell: super durable 1680D
nylon with double PU coating for
maximum abrasion resistance.
Bladder material: 210D nylon with
TPU lamination.
Equipped with a high-performance
inflator and efficient twin exhaust
valve system.
Soft padded back pad ensures
great comfort.
20" corrugated hose.
16” low pressure direct feed hose.
WEIGHT: 3.0 KG. NOT INCLUDING
RIGGING KIT.
SIZE: 1 SIZE FULLY ADJUSTABLE.
COLOUR: BLACK.
25LB - 11.35 KG LIFT.
R.R.P.
- BC STM 25
£350.00
42LB - 19.05 KG LIFT.
- BC STM 42
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R.R.P.
£375.00

The Lightning B.C.D. a compact and
lightweight jacket perfect for travelling
or instructional use. It features a
comfortable fully adjustable
cummerbund with zipped pouch;
quick release waist band and twin
release shoulder straps ensuring
quick and easy dressing and removal.
The highest quality 1000 Denier
Cordura Nylon with PU coating main
body ensures strength and durability.
Integral padded firm back pack with
convenient carrying handle allows
easy lifting when a cylinder is attached
using the adjustable cam band. Six
stainless steel D-rings are installed
which allow convenient attachment of
accessories and other equipment,
which may also be carried in the two
large size front Velcro closing pockets.
Highly flexible corrugated hose with
neat efficient inflation unit, a quickrelease 61cm direct feed hose with
integral hose clips, twin shoulder and
lower mounted overpressure/exhaust
valves, ensure buoyancy is perfectly
controlled.
WEIGHT: 2.7 - 3.0 KGS.
SIZES: S, M, L & XL.
COLOUR: BLACK.
BOUYANCY: XS-12 KGS, S-14 KGS,
M-17 KGS, L-22 KGS, XL-27 KGS.
R.R.P.
£235.00

SNORKELING VEST - SV
Featuring a proven oral inflator
system, this snorkeling vest satisfies
the safety requirements of snorkeling
perfectly and the classic brightly
coloured design increases visibility. A
manual exhaust valve allows the
release of air for transport and to
reduce buoyancy. Adjustable polynylon straps ensure a perfect fit.
SIZES: S, M & L.
COLOUR: FLO. ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£26.95
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ALUMINIUM & FLAT BOTTOM STEEL CYLINDERS
Our Aluminium cylinders are manufactured from superior Cylinders supplied O2 clean, ready for use with Nitrox or Trimix
if assembled in an appropriate environment with O2 clean
quality, high strength aluminium alloy and are made to
valves & equipment.
European Community TPED & PED specification. Being made
from aluminium they are very light and are less susceptible to
corrosion. Our Aluminium cylinders are O2 cleaned and feature
NEW T
a flat base. Lightweight aluminium cylinder, manufactured to
DUC
PRO
European Community specification with M25x2 thread & EN
144-1 neck.

BARE ALUMINIUM CYLINDERS
Lightweight aluminium cylinder, manufactured to European Community
specification with M25x2 thread & EN 144-1 neck. Bare cylinder only.

SIZE IN LITRES:
7 - NATURAL

R.R.P.

CODE:

12 LITRE FLAT BOTTOM - CONCAVE STEEL
CYLINDERS

£203.00 Flat Bottom Concave Base 12 Litre Cylinder, Beaver seamless

ACB 7 N

steel cylinders are manufactured to stringent standards set by
the demanding European PED specification to ensure your CE
marked cylinder is allowed for use throughout the European
Community - unlike other inferior designs. The body,
COMPLETE ALUMINIUM CYLINDER PACKAGES
manufactured from precision grade Steel exceeding BS 708 A
Complete with M25x2 neck & EN 144-1 thread & EN-144-3 valve.
37, provides a high tensile strength and an elastic modulus
R.R.P.
SIZE IN LITRES:
CODE:
that is 3 times superior to Aluminium. The cylinder is precision
£240.00 coated by 40µm Flame Spray Galvanising, an anti oxidising
7 - NATURAL
ACP 7 N
RAL 9010 precoat and a smooth, tough lacquer finish. Our
£337.00
11.1 - NATURAL
ACP 11 N
cylinders are supplied O2 clean for mixed gas compatibility
and ready for use with Nitrox or Trimix if assembled in an
PRESSURE
WEIGHT KG*
DIAMETER
LENGTH
appropriate environment with O2 clean valves & equipment
and are suitable for use with M25 X 2 EN-144-1 Compatible
7 LITRE
200
8.6 Kg
152mm
615mm
outlet valves. 12 Litre capacity with a Maximum Working
Pressure of 232 Bar, providing 2784 Litres of gas when fully
11.1 LITRE
207
14.2 Kg
184mm
662mm
charged. Measure 171mm in diameter, 685 mm length and
*Approximate weight of Bare Cylinder Only.
weighs approximately 14.6 Kgs* when empty.
11.1 - NATURAL

ACB 11 N

DIAMETER

LENGTH

£297.00

BARE CYLINDER - CYL 12F
CYLINDER PACKAGE WITH 232 BAR DIN CONVERTIBLE
VALVE - CP 12F
Top Handled & Left & Right Hand Manifold Tap
Sections may also be used if desired.

R.R.P.

£234.00

R.R.P.

£295.00
*Approximate weight of Bare Cylinder Only.
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STEEL CYLINDERS
Beaver seamless cylinders are manufactured to stringent
standards set by the demanding European PED specification to
ensure your CE marked cylinder is allowed for use throughout
the European Community - unlike other inferior designs.
The body, manufactured from precision grade Steel exceeding
BS 708 A 37, provides a high tensile strength and an elastic
modulus that is 3 times superior to Aluminium. The cylinder is
precision coated by 40µm Flame Spray Galvanising, an anti
oxidising RAL 9010 precoat and a smooth, tough lacquer finish.
Our cylinders are supplied O2 clean for mixed gas
compatibility.
Our cylinder packages are complete with the latest EN 144-1
smooth flow valve with M25X2 EN 144 thread. A durable
polymer boot protects a vital part of your life support system
and allows vertical storage.
Combining these high tech features provides a corrosion
resistant cylinder which can satisfy your air requirements over
many years of intensive diving.

BARE STEEL CYLINDERS
Lightweight Steel cylinder, manufactured to European Community PED specification with M25x2 thread
& EN 144-1 neck. Bare cylinder only.
SIZE IN LITRES:

CODE:

R.R.P.

Weight kg

Diameter mm

Length mm

15 LITRE - 232 BAR

CYL 15 232

£284.00

18.3kg

204mm

635mm

12 LITRE TALL - 300 BAR

CYL 12T 300

£311.00

17.7kg

171mm

725mm

12 LITRE TALL - 232 BAR

CYL 12T 232

£299.00

14kg

171mm

690mm

10 LITRE - 232 BAR

CYL 10 232

£275.00

12.2kg

171mm

590mm

7 LITRE - 300 BAR

CYL 7 300

£249.50

8.7kg

140mm

615mm

3 LITRE - 300 BAR

CYL 3 300

£143.00

4.9kg

140mm

450mm

3 LITRE - 232 BAR

CYL 3 232

£138.00

4.9kg

100mm

515mm

100mm

515mm

Cylinders supplied O2 clean, ready for use with Nitrox or Trimix if assembled in an
appropriate environment with O2 clean valves & equipment.

DIAMETER

LENGTH
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Cylinder weights and dimensions are for
guidance only and vary slightly due to
the manufacturing processes employed.
The above weights and dimensions are
for bare cylinders only, for a single
cylinder package add approximately
1.5kg to the above weight and 100mm to
the overall length.
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STEEL CYLINDER PACKAGES
Cylinders supplied O2 clean, ready for use with Nitrox or Trimix
if assembled in an appropriate environment with O2 clean
Lightweight Steel cylinder package, manufactured
valves & equipment.

COMPLETE STEEL CYLINDER PACKAGES

to PED specification. Complete with M25x2 neck &
EN 144-1 thread, EN-144-3 valve & boot. All the
parts required to assemble a cylinder package.
SIZE IN LITRES:
15 - 232 BAR

R.R.P.

CODE:

£354.00

CP 15 232

12 TALL - 300 BAR CP 12T 300

£359.00

12 TALL - 232 BAR CP 12T 232

£350.00

10 - 232 BAR

CP 10 232

£330.00

7 - 300 BAR

CP 7 300

£297.00

3 - 300 BAR

CP 3 300

£181.00

3 - 232 BAR

CP 3 232

£186.00

PLEASE NOTE THAT
CYLINDER BOOTS ARE NOT
INCLUDED WITH 3 LITRE
CYLINDER PACKAGES.

COMPLETE STEEL CYLINDER TWIN SETS
Two lightweight steel cylinders, manufactured to
PED specification. complete with M25x2 EN-144-3
manifold, twin boot & stainless steel bands.
Everything you need to assemble a twin set.
SIZE IN LITRES:
12 - 300 BAR

R.R.P.

CODE:

TWIN 12 300

£855.00

12 - 232 BAR TWIN 12 232

£829.00

10 - 232 BAR TWIN 10 232

£780.00

7 - 300 BAR

£720.00

TWIN 7 300

COMPLETE STEEL AIRGUN CYLINDER
PACKAGES
Lightweight Steel cylinder package, manufactured
to PED specification, EN-144/M25x2 cylinder thread
with 300 Bar EN-144-3 type DIN outlet fitting. With
purge valve and built in pressure gauge. Comes
complete with cylinder boot where applicable. All
the parts required to assemble a airgun cylinder
package.
R.R.P.

SIZE IN LITRES:

CODE:

12 - 300 BAR

AGP 12

£418.00

7 - 300 BAR

AGP 7

£356.00

3 - 300 BAR

AGP 3

£240.00

NEW T
DUC

PRO

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE 3 LITRE AIRGUN CYLINDER
PACKAGE DOES NOT INCLUDE A CYLINDER BOOT.
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CYLINDER & PONY ACCESSORIES
CYLINDER MESH
Heavy duty nylon mesh to protect your
cylinder.
COLOURS: BLACK &
YELLOW.
178MM: FOR 10 & 12 LITRE
TALL CYLINDERS - CM 7
204MM: FOR 15 & 12 LITRE
SHORT CYLINDERS - CM 8
R.R.P.
£12.95

NEOPRENE CYLINDER
COVER - NTC
Provides protection against cylinder
damage. 3mm Neoprene with exterior
nylon jersey lining andMetalskin
interior to prevent slipping.
COLOUR: BLACK.
SIZES TO FIT: 12 TALL & 15 LITRE
CYLINDERS.
R.R.P.
£16.75

PONY CYLINDER POUCH
Heavy duty nylon with cord lock
closing & adjustable quick release
fittings to attach to main cylinder. Fits
most 2 to 3 Litre pony cylinders.
ALUMINIUM - PPA
STEEL - PPS
R.R.P.
£12.50

CYLINDER NET - CNT
Woven high density nylon mesh net
provides an unbeatable level of
protection for cylinders during use and
transport. Drawstring cord top and
bottom closure provides streamlined
accurate fit ensuring strength and
security, also covers and protects the
base and neck.
COLOURS: BLUE, BLACK &
YELLOW
SIZES TO FIT: 7, 10, 12 TALL, 12
DUMPY & 15 LITRE CYLINDERS.
R.R.P.
£13.25

CYLINDER CARRY
HANDLE - CCH
Ultra tough, hard wearing cylinder
carry handle for comfortable &
convenient carrying of cylinders
without endangering the valve.
R.R.P.
£18.50

STAGE CARRY STRAP
- SCS
Fully adjustable strap for carrying
stage cylinders. Can be used with 3, 5,
7, 10 & 12 litre cylinders. With large
size Bolt Snaps.Requires Hi-grip
band to attach to cylinder, please see
page 38.
R.R.P.
£15.50

DIN DUST CAPS
Durable plastic cover for cylinder
valves with EN-144-1 or EN-144-3
DIN fittings. Protects & prevents
contamination of your DIN fittings.
Conveniently attached with the
supplied cord.
COLOUR: BLACK.

CYLINDER CARRYING
STRAP - CCS
Heavy duty webbing strap with
comfortable moulded rubber handle
makes carrying heavy cylinders a
pleasure!! Fully adjustable to fit all
cylinders with a diameter between 135
& 210mm.
R.R.P.
£26.55

MALE DIN DUST CAP - DC MDN
FEMALE DIN DUST CAP - DC FDN
R.R.P.
£5.25

A-CLAMP DUST CAP
- DC INT
Durable flexible cover for regulators
etc. with A-Clamp fitting. Protects &
prevents contamination of the 1st
stage primary filter.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£3.75

CYLINDER VALVE CAP
- CVC
Fits most standard types of A-Clamp
fitting cross flow cylinder valves to
prevent contamination when not
connected to a regulator. Integrated
cord reduces the risk of misplacing
when the valve is in use.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£3.45
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ALUMINIUM DIN DUST
CAPS
High quality machined Aluminium
cover for cylinder valves, regulators,
air filters etc. with standard DIN fitting.
Protects & prevents contamination of
your EN-144-1 and 3 type DIN fittings.
Conveniently attached with the
supplied cord. Available in male &
female.
COLOUR: BLUE
MALE - DC MDA
FEMALE - DC FDA

R.R.P.
£9.25
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CYLINDER VALVES & MANIFOLDS
ALL VALVES ARE NITROX COMPATIBLE ONCE O2 CLEANED.
TO SUIT EN 144-1
M25 X 2 THREAD
CYLINDERS
WITH STEPPED NECK.

CYLINDER MANIFOLD
BLANKING PLUGS

SINGLE OUTLET CROSS
FLOW CYLINDER VALVE
M25x2 thread with EN-144-3 outlet
fitting for 232 Bar DIN or A-Clamp. Or
to suit 300 Bar DIN type regulators.
Nitrox Compatible with Extra Long
Handle.
232 BAR - A-CLAMP/DIN
CONVERTIBLE - CV S 144 R.R.P.
£71.25
300 BAR - DIN - CV S 144 3
£75.75

LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE

CYLINDER VALVE DIN
INSERT - CVD
Nitrox Compatible Cylinder Valve DIN
insert to fit most Cylinder Valves &
Manifolds with 232 Bar DIN EN-144-3
outlets. Simply converts 232 Bar DIN
fittings to use with A-Clamp 1st Stage
Regulators using an 8mm Allen Key,
R.R.P.
£9.50

TWIN CYLINDER
MANIFOLD

232 BAR

CV T5
APPROX. 15 CM

CV T7
APPROX. 18.5 CM

CV T8
APPROX. 21 CM

M25x2 thread with EN-144-3 outlet
fitting for 232 Bar DIN or A-Clamp. Or
to suit 300 Bar DIN type regulators,
with central isolating tap. Nitrox
Compatible with Extra Long Handles.
232 BAR - A-CLAMP/DIN
CONVERTIBLE: FOR TWIN
140MM, 5 & 7 LITRE CYLINDERS
- CV T5 144
R.R.P.
£192.75
232 BAR - A-CLAMP/DIN
CONVERTIBLE: FOR TWIN 171
TO 178MM, 12 TALL & 10 LITRE
CYLINDERS - CV T7 144
£196.50
300 BAR DIN: FOR TWIN 140MM 5
& 7 LITRE CYLINDERS
- CV T5 144 3
£196.25
300 BAR DIN: FOR TWIN 171 TO
178MM, 12 TALL & 10 LITRE
CYLINDERS
- CV T7 144 3
£199.95
232 BAR - A-CLAMP/DIN
CONVERTIBLE: FOR TWIN
204MM, 12 SHORT & 15 LITRE
CYLINDERS - CV T8 144
£199.95

MANIFOLD CENTRE
SECTION ONLY
Compatible with all Beaver manifolds
& modular cylinder valves to create a
complete manifold or use as a spare
or replacement. Nitrox Compatible
with Extra Long Handle.
140MM: 5 & 7 LITRE
CYLINDERS - CV T5C
R.R.P.
£62.95
171 TO 178MM: 12 TALL & 10
LITRE CYLINDERS - CV T7C
£66.50
204MM: 12 LITRE SHORT & 15
LITRE CYLINDERS - CV T8C
£69.99

TOP HANDLED CYLINDER
VALVE

CYLINDER MANIFOLD
TAP SECTION

LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE

M25x2 thread, compatible with all
Beaver manifolds & modular valves.
For A-Clamp/DIN 232 Bar or 300 Bar
DIN fitting regulators. EN-144-3 outlet.
Requires Manifold Blanking Plug if
used independently.
LEFT SIDE - 232 BAR
- CVT L 144
RIGHT SIDE - 232 BAR
- CVT R 144
R.R.P.
£71.95
LEFT SIDE - 300 BAR
- CVT L 144 3
RIGHT SIDE - 300 BAR
- CVT R 144 3
R.R.P.
£75.50

M25x2 thread with EN 144-1 neck and
EN-144-3 DIN outlet. Suitable for use
with sidemounted cylinders or when
fast and easy access is required to the
valve control. Nitrox Compatible with
Extra Long Handle.
R.R.P.
232 BAR - CV TV 2
£63.50
300 BAR - CV TV 3
£67.50

232 BAR

300 BAR

M18 TOP HANDLED
VALVE 232 BAR
- CV TV M18

3/4” SINGLE OUTLET
CROSS FLOW CYLINDER
VALVE - CV S 34
3/4” BSP

3/4 inch BSP threaded single outlet
valve with EN-144-3 compatible 232
Bar outlet, convertible from A-Clamp
to DIN. Nitrox Compatible with Extra
Long Handle.
R.R.P.
£69.75

For use with Beaver manifolds &
modular valve system to turn the
manifold end section into a stand
alone valve, Nitrox Compatible
LEFT SIDE - MBP L
RIGHT SIDE - MBP R
R.R.P.
£8.95

M18

Top handled cylinder valve with M18 X
1.5 ISO thread and single EN-144-3
type 232 BAR DIN outlet. Ideal for use
with smaller M18 cylinders such as
suit/BCD inflation systems or Airgun
charging cylinders etc. with Extra
Long Handle.
R.R.P.
£56.75

ENSURE CORRECT TYPE OF VALVE IS FITTED.
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SERVICE
& M26VALVES,
OUTLETMANIFOLDS
CYLINDER VALVES
& MANIFOLDS.
M26
OUTLETKITS
CYLINDER
& ULTRASONIC
CLEANERS
ALL VALVES ARE NITROX COMPATIBLE ONCE O2 CLEANED
TO SUIT EN 144-1
M25 X 2 THREAD
CYLINDERS
WITH STEPPED NECK.

M26 TWIN MANIFOLD

£78.95

CV T5
APPROX. 15 CM

300 BAR - M26 DIN OUTLET FOR
TWIN 140MM, 5 & 7 LITRE
CYLINDERS - CV T5 26 3
£199.95
232 BAR - M26 DIN OUTLET FOR
TWIN 171 TO 178MM, 12 TALL &
10 LITRE CYLINDERS - CV T7 26
£199.95

CV T7
APPROX. 18.5 CM

300 BAR - M26 DIN OUTLET FOR
TWIN 171 TO 178MM, 12 TALL &
10 LITRE CYLINDERS -CV T7 26 3
£203.50
232 BAR - M26 DIN OUTLET FOR
TWIN 204MM, 12 SHORT & 15
LITRE CYLINDERS - CV T8 26
£203.50

CYLINDER VALVE
SERVICE KIT - CVSK

300 BAR SINGLE OUTLET
CROSS FLOW VALVE
- CV S 26 3
M25x2 EN 144-1 thread for use with
European TPED style 300 Bar
Cylinders, with EN 144-3 outlet fitting
for 300 Bar M26 DIN Nitrox type
regulator.Nitrox Compatible with
Extra Long Handle.
R.R.P.

M25x2 EN-144-1 thread with M26 EN144-3 outlet fitting for 232 Bar or 300
Bar DIN Nitrox type regulators, with
central isolating tap. Nitrox
Compatible with Extra Long Handle.
232 BAR - M26 DIN OUTLET FOR
TWIN 140MM, 5 & 7 LITRE
CYLINDERS - CV T5 26
R.R.P.
£196.25

M26 TYPE

CV T8

MANIFOLD TAP SECTION
M25x2 EN 144-1 thread, compatible
with all Beaver manifolds & modular
valves. With EN-144-3 outlet fitting for
232 Bar or 300 Bar M26 DIN Nitrox
type regulator. Requires Manifold
Blanking Plug if used independently.
Nitrox Compatible with Extra Long
Handle.
LEFT SIDE - 232 BAR
- CVT L 26
RIGHT SIDE - 232 BAR
- CVT R 26
R.R.P.
£73.50
LEFT SIDE - 300 BAR
- CVT L 26 3
RIGHT SIDE - 300 BAR
- CVT R 26 3
£77.25

APPROX. 21 CM

EXTRA LONG VALVE
HANDLE - CV HAN

All the necessary Nitrox Compatible
component parts required to have a
complete service performed on all
types of Beaver single outlet Cylinder
Valves. All O-Rings and parts subject
to any wear are replaced by a SCUBA
Diving technician at each routine
maintenance service, ensuring that
Cylinder Valves remain in perfect
operational condition.
R.R.P.
£19.50

Tough high grip rubber cylinder valve
handle with extra long ribbed form to
allow easy & comfortable operation of
your cylinder valve even whilst
wearing the thickest neoprene or dry
gloves.
COLOURS: BLACK & GREEN.
R.R.P.
£8.95

NITROX TWIN CYLINDER
MANIFOLD SERVICE KIT TMSK

MINI 1ST STAGE SERVICE
KIT - CV MFS SK

All the necessary Nitrox Compatible
components to have a complete
service carried out on Beaver Twin
Manifold Cylinder Valves with
Isolating Tap by a trained and
competent SCUBA technician. All ORings, Seals and parts subject to wear
and tear are replaced at each service,
ensuring that Twin Cylinder Manifolds
remain in perfect condition.
R.R.P.
£28.25
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Complete service kit for use with our
Mini 1st Stage – item CV MFS.
Contains all the parts required by an
authorised and certified diving
technician to carry out a routine
service on the Beaver Mini First
Stage. All parts subject to wear and
tear are exchanged for new at each
regular service, which should be
completed after each 12 months of
service use.
R.R.P.
£10.95
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LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE

VALVE & HOSE ADAPTORS
M26 FEMALE TO DIN
MALE ADAPTOR
- AD 62F2D

M26 MALE TO DIN
ADAPTORS

Allows attachment of 232 Bar M26
Regulators to 232 Bar G 5/8 DIN
Valved Cylinder, compatible with EN144-1 & 3, Nitrox Compatible.
232 BAR M26 FEMALE/232 BAR

Allows attachment of Regulators with
DIN threads to M26 Valved Cylinder.
Compatible with EN-144-1 & 3,
Nitrox Compatible
232 BAR M26 MALE/232 BAR DIN
FEMALE. - AD 62M2F
R.R.P.
£23.85
300 BAR M26 MALE/232 BAR DIN
FEMALE. - AD 63M2F
£25.25

R.R.P.
£23.85

232 BAR A-CLAMP / 300
BAR DIN MALE
CHARGING ADAPTOR
- AD A3DM
Allows charging of cylinders fitted with
EN-144-3 DIN 300 Bar valves by
compressors with A-Clamp fitting
hoses, Nitrox Compatible
R.R.P.
£43.75

DIN TO A-CLAMP
ADAPTOR - AD 2DFA
Quickly converts 232 Bar DIN fitting
charging hoses or regulator 1st stages
for instant use with 232 Bar A-Clamp
cylinder valves. Compatible with EN144-1 regulator 1st stages.
R.R.P.
£38.75

232 BAR FEMALE DIN /
300 BAR MALE
CHARGING ADAPTOR
-AD 2D3D
Converts 232 bar DIN outlet to 300
Bar DIN inlet, allowing the connection
of a 300 Bar valve to 232 Bar on a 232
Bar fitting compressor hose.
Compatible with EN-144-1 & 3, Nitrox
Compatible
R.R.P.
£22.50

300 BAR DIN TO A-CLAMP
ADAPTOR - AD 3DFA
Simply adapts 300 Bar DIN fitting
charging hoses or regulator 1st stages
for instant use with 232 Bar A-Clamp
cylinder valves. Compatible with EN144-1 regulator 1st stages.
R.R.P.
£43.50

LOW PRESSURE HOSE
ADAPTORS

AD 3T

AD 3D

AD 390

Allows connection of additional low
pressure hoses to a single outlet and
also hoses to be neatly located. Ideal
for technical divers with many
accessories, Nitrox Compatible.
3/8” UNF - TRIPLE OUTLET
- AD 3T
R.R.P.
£30.25
3/8" UNF - DOUBLE OUTLET
- AD 3D
£34.25
3/8" UNF 90° SINGLE
OUTLET - AD 390
£37.50

HIGH PRESSURE HOSE
ADAPTOR - AD 790
High pressure 7/16” UNF 90° hose
adaptor with a single outlet. Ideal to
keep your high pressure hoses tidy &
also reduces the risk of kinking &
bending.
R.R.P.
£34.25

REGULATOR SHUT-OFF
VALVE - HS SOV
For use to isolate a regulator 2nd
stage in the event of free flow
especially on regulators not designed
for use in colder waters. By fitting the
Regulator Shut-Off Valve, a simple yet
effective sliding action of the valve
sleeve will manually isolate the free
flowing regulator or octopus, allowing
for a safe ascent. Suitable for fitting to
hoses with a standard 9/16 UNF
connection.
R.R.P.
£39.99

HOSE ADAPTORS UNF

AD 3M1F

AD 1M3F

HIGH PRESSURE HOSE
SWIVEL

MULTI DIRECTIONAL
REGULATOR HOSE
SWIVEL - HS SWM
Compact stainless steel swivel
allowing improved freedom of
movement & comfort for your
regulator & octopus. Fittings are 9/16”
UNF to fit most regulator & octopus
hoses. The regulator hose swivel also
reduces the risk of twisting or kinking
hoses.
R.R.P.
£44.95

High quality stainless steel adaptors
allow conversion of a variety of thread
types, allowing connection of Beaver
hoses to almost any regulator.
½” MALE TO 3/8" FEMALE
- AD 1M3F
3/8" MALE TO ½" FEMALE
- AD 3M1F
R.R.P.
£8.75

HS HSW

HS HSS

HS HSL
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For use with most popular types of high
pressure gauges and consoles. Comes
complete with nitrox compatible ORings.
SHOULDERED - HS HSW
STANDARD STRAIGHT - HS HSS
EXTRA LONG - HS HSL
R.R.P.
£4.95
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AIRGUN CHARGING,CYLINDER BOOTS & BANDS
AIRGUN DIN ADAPTOR
INSERT & WHEEL - AG DA
300 Bar DIN male connection suitable
for use with cylinders fitted with EN144-3 type 300 Bar DIN valve. 1/8”
BSP female outlet for charging most
airguns when used with adaptor &
hose.
R.R.P.

CYLINDER BOOTS

£18.95

AIR GUN CHARGING
ADAPTOR - AG CA
300 Bar EN-144-1 type DIN fitting
charging adaptor, may be used with
DIN to A Clamp convertor for use with
INT type cylinder valves. Supplied
with hose and fittings. Can fit most air
guns which fit 1/4" or 1/8" BSP hoses,
or custom hoses that require a 1/4" or
1/8" BSP male fitting.
R.R.P.

NEW T
DUC
PRO

£107.95

AIRGUN CHARGING
VALVE 300 BAR - AG CV

NEW T
DUC
PRO

EN-144-1/M25x2 cylinder thread with
EN-144-3 type 300 Bar DIN outlet
fitting. With purge valve, and built in
extra durable pressure gauge. For use
with Airgun Charging Set to charge air
guns.
R.R.P.
£107.95

CB S

CB T

STANDARD 45MM WIDE
CYLINDER TWINNING
BANDS

AIRGUN CHARGING
VALVE PRESSURE
GAUGES
Replacement Gauges for Airgun
Charging Valve with 40mm face and
rear entry 1/8” NPT thread and for
Aigun Charging Adapator with 60mm
face, bottom entry 1/4” BSPP thread.
Strong steel & brass construction with
a Maximum working pressure of 300
Bar.
AIRGUN CHARGING VALVE
GAUGE: 40MM - AG GAV
AIRGUN CHARGING ADAPTOR
GAUGE: 60MM - AG GAA
R.R.P.
£26.25

For upright storage & protection of
most SCUBA diving cylinders.
R.R.P.
140MM SINGLE: FOR
5 & 7 LITRE - CB S5
£12.99
171 TO 178MM SINGLE:
FOR 10 & 12 LITRE TALL.
- CB S7
£17.55
204MM SINGLE: FOR 12 LITRE
DUMPY & 15 LITRE.
- CB S8
£19.75
140MM TWIN: FOR 5
& 7 LITRE. - CB T5
£27.95
171 TO 178MM TWIN:
FOR 10 & 12 LITRE TALL
- CB T7
£38.75

NEW T
DUC
R
P O

AG GAA

AG GAV

High quality stainless steel twinning
bands specifically designed for use
with cylinders, manifold & twin boots
to assemble twin sets, supplied with
bolts & fittings.
140MM: 5 & 7 LITRE CYLINDERS.
-TB C140
171MM: EUROPEAN TYPE 12 TALL
& 10 LITRE CYLINDERS.
- TB C171
178MM: UK TYPE 12 TALL & 10
LITRE CYLINDERS.
- TB C178
R.R.P.
£105.00

AIRGUN CHARGING SET
- AG CS
Airgun Charging Set with EN-144-1
type 300 Bar DIN cylinder outlet valve
attachment. Supplied with 50 cm
flexible hose with adaptors to suit
most air guns which require 1/4" or
1/8" BSP Male or Female coupling.
Used in conjunction with Airgun
Charging Valve to decant air from a
charged cylinder to an airgun. R.R.P.
£37.50

NEW T
DUC
PRO

Complete High Grade Stainless Steel
Twin Band Nut & Bolt Set suitable for
use with all sizes of Beaver Cylinder
twinning bands and many other
similar products.
R.R.P.
£24.75

AIRGUN CHARGING
HOSE - AG CH5
Airgun Charging Hoses with 1/4"
BSP and 1/8" BSP swivel fittings on
opposite ends. Integral anti-kink
springs to protect and minimise the
risk of damage. Standard 50cm
lenght suitable for use with Beaver
Airgun Charging Adaptors, Sets and
most type of airguns. Standard 50cm
R.R.P.
£15.95
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TWINNING BAND NUT&
BOLT SET - TB BOLT

AIRGUN HOSE
ADAPTORS
NEW T
DUC

PRO

For use with Airgun Charging
Adaptor, Charging Set or Charging
Hose to allow connection to most
type of air guns.
1/4 - 1/8” BSP MALE - AG AD48
1/8 - 1/8” BSP MALE - AG AD88
1/4 -1/4” BSP MALE - AG AD44R.R.P.
£3.50
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AG AD88
AG AD48

AG AD44

HOSES
REGULATOR/OCTOPUS
FLEXLITE BRAIDED
HOSES

B.C.D. FLEXLITE
BRAIDED HOSE

Premium multi-layed hose with ultra
high resistance to abrasion & kinking.
These highly durable & extremely
flexible hoses can be used with most
types of octopus or regulator, with
male 3/8" UNF & female 9/16" UNF
swivel fittings. with fitted hose
protector to extend durability.
R.R.P.
STANDARD REGULATOR: 74CM.
COLOUR: BLACK.
- HS FR
£32.50
EXTRA LONG REGULATOR: 1.5M.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
- HS FRL
£38.75
STANDARD OCTOPUS: 91CM.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
- HS FO
£33.75
EXTRA LONG OCTOPUS: 2.1M.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
- HS FOL
£42.75

Multi-layered hose with high abrasion
resistance & fantastic flexiblity for use
with most B.C.D. Inflators, with 3/8"
UNF male thread & standard QD
fitting. With fitted hose protector for
extended durability.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
STANDARD B.C.D: 74CM
- HS FB
£33.75
EXTRA LONG B.C.D: 791M
- HS FBL
£37.75

B.C.D. INFLATION HOSES
Quick release hose for use with most
B.C.D. Inflators, with 3/8" UNF male
thread & standard QD fitting. With
fitted hose protector for extended
durability.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
STANDARD: 74CM
- HS BCD
£50.25
EXTRA LONG: 91CM
- HS BCL
£52.95
EXTRA SHORT: 61CM
- HS BCS
£48.25

DECANTING HOSES

REGULATOR / OCTOPUS
HOSES
For use with most types of octopus or
regulator, with male 3/8" UNF &
female 9/16" UNF swivel fittings. Hose
protector supplied fitted to extend
durability.
R.R.P.
STANDARD REGULATOR: 74CM.
- HS REG
COLOUR: BLACK.
£24.50
STANDARD OCTOPUS: 91CM.
- HS OCT
COLOUR: YELLOW.
£27.95
LONG REGULATOR: 150CM.
- HS RXL
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
£31.25
LONG OCTOPUS: 210CM.
- HS OXL
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
£41.50

NEW T
DUC
PRO

HIGH PRESSURE HOSES
For use with most types of pressure
gauges & consoles, with male 7/16"
UNF & female 7/16" UNF swivel
fittings.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
STANDARD: 76CM.
- HS HPR
£34.25
EXTRA LONG: 91CM
- HS HPL
£35.75
EXTRA SHORT: 15CM
- HS HPS
£27.50
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Ideal for decanting air from one
cylinder to another. With 2 EN-144-1
type DIN fittings & 68 cm long hose.
232 Bar unit may be used with DIN to
A-Clamp adapter to fit A-Clamp fitting
valves. Available with optional
Pressure Gauge with male and female
7/16" UNF threads, this then
increases flexibility and may be used
for blending and checking pressure in
both or either cylinder independently.
R.R.P.
232 BAR - HS DEC 2
£92.99
300 BAR - HS DEC 3
£96.99
IN LINE OPTIONAL PRESSURE
GAUGE - HS DEC PG
£50.25

OCTOPUS HOSE WITH
AIR GUN - HS GUN
Handy standard length Octopus hose
with useful integrated air gun. A great
tool for regulators with limited low
pressure ports.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£19.95

MINI FIRST STAGE
- CV MFS
Designed for compressed air where
reduction from cylinder pressure to a
regulated working pressure of
approximately 8.5 Bar/120 psi is
required, such as boat and tyre
inflation, argon suit systems etc.
Balanced design air regulates air at
various depths, providing a stable
outlet pressure. Complete with
internal over pressure relief valve. 1
3/8" UNF Low Pressure and 1 7/16"
UNF High Pressure outlet ports,
available in 232 or 300 Bar DIN
versions.
PLEASE SEE PAGE 44 FOR SERVICE
KIT.

232 BAR - CV MFS 2
300 BAR - CV MFS 3

R.R.P.
£68.95
£71.95
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CARABINERS, SNAP HOOKS
& ON
ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES
SNAP HOOKS
Rust free quick attachment.
SIZE 0 - 50MM, NO SWIVEL.
- SNH 0
R.R.P.
£2.80
SIZE 1 - 75MM WITH SWIVEL
- SNH 1
£6.25
SIZE 2 - 85MM WITH SWIVEL
- SNH 2
£6.95
SIZE 3 - 100MM WITH SWIVEL
- SNH 3
£7.95

BRONZE BOLT SNAPS
Rust free Bolt Snap attachment clip,
single ended are with swivel.
SMALL SINGLE END
R.R.P.
- BSN SS
£5.15
LARGE SINGLE END
- BSN LS
£7.75
SMALL DOUBLE END
- BSN SD
£4.65
LARGE DOUBLE END
- BSN LD
£5.25

WEBBING
STEEL D-RING ON 50mm
WEBBING - WA1

R.R.P.

£4.50
SMALL BOLT SNAP ON 25mm
WEBBING - WA2
£7.25
LARGE BOLT SNAP ON 25mm
WEBBING - WA3
£9.75
RING ATTACHMENT - WA4
May be used with hose loop for
octopus attachment.
£3.95
HOSE LOOP - WA5
May be used with ring attachment to
enable safe and efficient octopus
fastening
£3.95

SNAP HOOKS ON 25mm
WEBBING
SIZE 0 - WA6
SIZE 1 WITH SWIVEL - WA7
SIZE 2 WITH SWIVEL - WA8
SIZE 3 WITH SWIVEL - WA9

R.R.P
.
£4.00
£6.75
£8.25
£9.95

STAINLESS STEEL BOLT
SNAPS
QUICK RELEASE SCUBA
SYSTEM

High grade rust free 316 marine grade
stainless steel, single end with swivel.
SINGLE END 92MM
R.R.P.
- SBS S 92
£13.75
SINGLE END 104MM
- SBS S 104
£17.50
SINGLE END 124MM
- SBS S 124
£21.15
DOUBLE END 90MM
- SBS D90
£12.75
DOUBLE END 100MM
- SBS D100
£16.30
DOUBLE END 115MM
- SBS D115
£16.85

Modular system on 25mm webbing to
suit most applications.
R.R.P.
SIZE 0 SNAP HOOK & MALE
BUCKLE - WA10
£5.50
SIZE 2 SNAP HOOK WITH
SWIVEL & MALE BUCKLE
- WA12
£8.55
SMALL SPLIT RING & FEMALE
BUCKLE - WA18
£2.75
LARGE SPLIT RING & FEMALE
BUCKLE - WA19
£3.25

CARABINERS

STAINLESS STEEL
COMBI-CLIP - SSC

High quality 316 grade heavy duty rust
free stainless steel with eyelet. R.R.P.
50MM - 65KG- CAR 50
£4.95
60MM - 110KG- CAR 60
£5.35
70MM - 150KG - CAR 70
£7.05
80MM - 200 KG - CAR 80
£8.55
100MM - 340KG - CAR 100
£13.05

ALLOY CARABINERS
Made from high quality lightweight
alloy, for simple fast clip fastening.
FLAT SMALL (RED)
- AC F S
R.R.P.
£2.50
ROUND SMALL (BLUE)
- AC R S
£2.50
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10cm long 316 marine grade rust free
stainless steel double ended
attachment clip. Provides a quick and
simple high strength attachment of
equipment to a suitable point on your
B.C.D. or harness etc.
R.R.P.
£5.35

40MM STAINLESS STEEL
QUICK LINK - SQL 40
Made from high quality rust free 316
marine grade stainless steel with
screw lock collar. Enables strong and
durable attachment of equipment to a
suitable fastening point. Measures
40mm at the widest external point.
R.R.P.
£3.75
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MULTI-CLIPS, BILLY & D-RINGS
50MM STAINLESS STEEL
SLIDE LOCK - SLB
High quality 316 grade Stainless Steel
Webbing Keeper with Sliding-Bar.
The unique sliding bar makes it much
easier to perform quick and easy
adjustments to all kinds of 50mm wide
webbing. 6.25cm x 3.85cm made from
4.75mm gauge marine stainless with
a 7cm X 9.5mm abrasive sliding bar.
Perfect for use assembling a heavy
duty CCR or DIR harness or a wide
variety of other uses.
R.R.P.
£6.25

NEW T
DUC
PRO

MULTI-CLIPS
25mm wide durable webbing with a variety of useful fittings for
attaching your diving accessories, allowing quick convenient
access when needed. Rust resistant snap hook, male & female
buckles, stainless split rings, elastic loops, lanyards & D-rings are
all featured creating a vastly flexible system.

BR 45

£3.75

DUAL FEMALE MULTICLIP - MC2
R.R.P.

BILLY RING - BR

BR 90

COMBINATION MULTICLIP - MC1
R.R.P.

High quality 316 marine grade
stainless steel 90° or 45° static billy
ring for fixing to webbing. For simple
attachment of side mount stage
cylinders & other appropriate
accessories.
R.R.P.
45º - BR 45
£12.95
90º - BR 90
£11.50

REMOVABLE D-RINGS DRI R
Pair of high quality 316 corrosion
resistant marine grade stainless steel
removable D-rings, suitable for use
with 38mm/1 1/2 Inch or 50mm/2 Inch
Webbing. Enables fast & efficient
attachment of most accessories to
B.C.D., harness or weight belt.
38MM - DRI R 3
R.R.P.
£12.75
50MM - DRI R 5
£17.25

PAIR OF 50MM STAINLESS
STEEL D-RINGS - DRI M
Pair of 50mm stainless steel D-rings,
perfectly suited for attaching
equipment to your Weight Belt, B.C.D.
or Harness using Lanyards,
Carabiners, Snap Hooks etc.
Manufactured from specially
formulated 316 grade Marine
Stainless Steel, designed not to
corrode even when used in sea water.
R.R.P.
£5.79

MINI SEA COIL
RETRACTOR LINE - MSC
Extremely compact retractable line
with rust free split ring with an external
diameter of 32.5mm & heavy duty
swivel attachment clip with strong
stainless steel spring loaded gate.
Extending to around 45cm when fully
deployed. Perfect for the attachment
and convenient storage of
accessories weighing up to 275
Grammes which may be easily
accessed when required.
R.R.P.

£3.50

SINGLE FEMALE MULTICLIP - MC3
R.R.P.
£3.25

SINGLE FEMALE MULTICLIP WITH WHISTLE
- MC4
R.R.P.
£4.75

STAINLESS RING & MALE
BUCKLE MULTI-CLIP
- MC6
R.R.P.
£3.75

ELASTIC FEMALE MULTICLIP - MC8

R.R.P.
£3.25

ATTACHMENT MULTI-CLIP
WITH LANYARD
- MC10
R.R.P.
£5.75

ATTACHMENT MULTI-CLIP
WITH LOOP & D-RINGS
- MC11
R.R.P.
£4.99

ATTACHMENT MULTI-CLIP
WITH LARGE HOSE CLIP
- MC12
R.R.P.
£3.95

ATTACHMENT MULTI-CLIP
WITH SMALL HOSE CLIP
- MC13
R.R.P.
£3.75

£17.95

For carriage deals, see
Page 2
www.beaversports.co.uk
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LANYARDS, CORD LOCKS, RINGS & BUCKLES
LARGE WRIST LANYARD
- WL1

3 METRE BUDDY LINE
- LY1
25mm webbing & 2 size 1 snap hooks
on 3 metre long 25mm wide high
visibility yellow webbing. Used to
ensure your buddy or trainee is close
at hand & provides a means of
signalling.
R.R.P.
£17.95

S.M.B. REEL LANYARD
- LY3
61cm long 25mm wide webbing with
size 2 naval bronze snap hook with
swivel & large split ring attached to
ends, perfect for use with surface
marker buoys.
R.R.P.
£12.95

OCTO-CLIP - LY5
Retain your Octopus safely and
securely, with with Split Ring. Loop
fastens securely around Hose &
Stainless Steel split ring attaches to a
convenient D-Ring or other point on
your BCD or Harness, ensuring that
the Octopus can be reached and
utilised easily should the need arise.
R.R.P.
£4.95

CORD LOCKS
Pair of heavy duty nylon cord locks,
rust free. Use with lanyards or cord
for quick & easy adjustments.
STANDARD - COR S

R.R.P.
£2.00

5mm heavy duty cord with large cord
lock, reduces the risk of losing your
valuable accessories.
R.R.P.
£2.95

LARGE WRIST LANYARD
& SIZE 3 SNAP HOOK
- WL3
Extra strong 5mm heavy duty cord
with cord lock & size 3 naval bronze
snap hook with swivel.
R.R.P.
£9.50

LARGE WRIST LANYARD
& SPLIT RING - WL5
5mm heavy duty cord with large cord
lock & split ring.
R.R.P.
£4.50

TORCH WRIST LANYARD WL6
Cord with 25mm webbing & size 1
bronze snap hook with swivel for
torches, slates, etc.
R.R.P.
£8.95

COMFORT WRIST
LANYARD - WL7
Cord with small cord lock & rubber
wrist band for added comfort.
Designed for use with torches, slates,
knives & all other equipment regularly
required close to hand.
R.R.P.
£4.75

ELASTIC LANYARD
- EL2
SIDE RELEASE BUCKLES
Pair of high tensile polymer quick
release buckles to fit most types of
bags, B.C.D. & other webbing
accessories.
R.R.P.
25MM - SRB 25
£3.60
40MM - SRB 40
£4.10
50MM - SRB 50
£7.60

PAIR OF CURVED SIDE
RELEASE BUCKLE - SRB
50 C
2 X 50mm high tensile polymer quick
release buckle, curved for a more
comfortable fit, for use with most types
of Bags, B.C.D.’s & other items with
50mm/2 inch Webbing. Easy to adjust
and fit to standard webbing with no
sewing required.
R.R.P.
£8.95
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Elasticated strong cord with 25mm
webbing & small naval bronze bolt
snap.
R.R.P.
£5.95

SPLIT RINGS
Supreme quality Stainless steel,
corrosion resistant, split rings, provide
quick and easy attachment of
equipment where required.
Manufactured from 304 marine grade
stainless steel and supplied as a
convenient pack of two.
SMALL 38MM DIAMETER
- SPR S
R.R.P.
£4.95
LARGE 51MM DIAMETER
- SPR L
£5.50

STAINLESS STEEL TECH
RING - STR
Extreme heavy duty stainless steel
ring-piece, with an external diameter
measuring 6.25mm and 5.05mm
internally. Manufactured from 6mm
Marine Grade rust free 316 stainless
steel wire, perfect as part of a
technical harness assembly, or for
use wherever a strong ring is desired.
R.R.P.
£4.95
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SHOCK, BUNGEE & SPRING LINES, SHACKLES
CLIP SHOCK LINE - CSL

QUICK RELEASE BOW
SHACKLE CONNECTOR
- LY6

Shock line with rust resistant
attachment clips & fast action quick
release. Extending to around 75cm
when fully deployed. Used to attach
accessories stowed then conveniently
accessed when required.
COLOURS: BLACK & BLUE.
R.R.P.
£24.25

Extremely heavy duty 30cm long
webbing, quick release stainless steel
snap hook & quick release snap
shackle attachments & central high
tensile nylon side release buckle.
Ideally suited for secure attachment of
bulky equipment requiring fast access
& simple quick release.
R.R.P.

LOOP SHOCK LINE - LSL

£14.75

Shock line with clip, split ring, cord
locked loop & integral quick release
buckle. Extends to approximately
75cm maximum length. Used to
attach accessories that need to be
stowed then easily accessed when
required.
COLOURS: BLACK & BLUE.
R.R.P.
£24.25

MINI SWIVEL SPRING
LINE - MSL
Extremely useful, extendable spring
line with quick attach swivel snap
hook. Manufactured from reinforced
high tensile polymer that can be
stretch to 75cm. Perfect for equipment
that needs to be quickly accessed.
R.R.P.
£6.75

QUICK ATTACH
STAINLESS STEEL
SPRING LINE - SPL A
Stainless steel bolt snap, cord
locking laynard for high security &
quick attached. Extending to around
75 cm when fully deployed. Used to
attach accessories stowed then
conveniently accessed when
required.
R.R.P.
£27.95

STAINLESS STEEL BOW
SHACKLE
NEW T
DUC

PRO

High tensile bow shackles
manufactured from anti-corrosion
316 grade stainless steel. Features a
removable D-Ring pin that enables
quick & secure attachment of most
accessories to a B.C.D. or weight
harness or to attach items together
where a solid and reliable connection
is essential.
SMALL 3/16” DIAMETER
- SSH S

CABLE CARRABINER
SPRING LINE - SPL C

R.R.P.

Extremely strong, highly flexible cable
line with rust resistant stainless steel
carabiner clips for high security & fast
action release. Extending to around
75 cm when fully deployed. Used to
attach accessories stowed then
conveniently accessed when
required.
R.R.P.
£23.95

£3.75

MEDIUM 5/16” DIAMETER
- SSH M
£6.25

LARGE 3/8” DIAMETER
- SSH L
£8.75

BUNGEE LINE WITH
STAINLESS LINK & RING
Maximum strength 9mm nylon
braided elastic Bungee Line with
integral 316 marine grade stainless
steel Link and Ring. Crimped and
sealed for maximum durability for use
in and around water. Ring measures
63mm external and 51mm internally,
Quick Link measures 48mm
externally with a 6mm gate opening.
Add 85mm for end to end length.

NEW T
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8 INCH/20 CM LENGTH
- BL R 8

BUNGEE LINE WITH
STAINLESS LINK & SNAP
HOOK

NEW T
DUC

PRO

R.R.P.
£14.95

16 INCH/41 CM LENGTH
- BL R 16
£15.75

24 INCH/61 CM LENGTH
- BL R 24
£16.50
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9mm nylon braided Bungee Line with
integral 316 marine grade stainless
steel 48mm Quick Link with a 6mm
gate opening and 101mm Snap Hook
. Crimped and sealed for maximum
durability for use in and around water.
Add 125mm for end to end length.
8 INCH/20 CM LENGTH
- BL S 8

R.R.P.
£20.25

16 INCH/41 CM LENGTH
- BL S 16
£20.75

24 INCH/61 CM LENGTH
- BL S 24
£21.25
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COMPRESSED GAS & CYLINDER CONTENTS STICKERS

CYLINDER CONTENTS
STICKERS

COMPRESSED GAS
SYMBOLS

Heavy Duty self adhesive vinyl sticker
to applied to cylinders to display gas
contents, 190 X 99mm size.

11cm square Compressed Gas
Symbols to be displayed on vehicles
for safety purposes when transporting
charged air cylinders containing
compressed breathing air on the
highways.
R.R.P.
VINYL STICKER - CGS
£1.50
MAGNETIC SYMBOL - CGM
£4.50

PRO DIVE GEAR

NORMAL BREATHING AIR
-ST AIR
NITROX ENRICHED O2
- ST NIT
R.R.P.
£2.00

BEAVER SPORTS

PRO DIVE GEAR

Beaver Sports operate from our modern, bright
and spacious, state of the art premises with a
total area of over 40,000 square feet. The facility
is split into dedicated work areas for production,
warehousing and offices, all of which provide a
pleasant and safe working environment.

BEAVER SPORTS (YORKS.) LTD.
FLINT STREET
FARTOWN
HUDDERSFIELD
WEST YORKSHIRE
HD1 6LG - UK
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PERSONAL FILTERS CARRIER BAGS, WHISTLES & KEY RINGS
232 BAR A-CLAMP
PERSONAL AIR FILTER
- PAF A
Personal air filter with 232 BAR AClamp inlet and outlet. Used to filter air
between compressor & cylinder,
maintained using our PAF KIT Personal Air Filter Service Kit.
Reduces possible cylinder
contamination from air fills ensuring a
long cylinder life. Can be used with
Nitrox if O2 cleaned.
R.R.P.
£119.75

300 BAR DIN PERSONAL
AIR FILTER - PAF D
Used to filter air between compressor
& cylinder fitted with 300 Bar DIN type
attachments, maintained using our
PAF KIT - Personal Air Filter Service
Kit. Reduces possible cylinder
contamination from air fills ensuring a
long cylinder life. Can be used with
Nitrox if O2 cleaned.
R.R.P.
£127.95

PERSONAL AIR FILTER
SERVICE KIT - PAF KIT
Complete servicing kit for routine
maintenance of our Personal Air
Filters, to be used after 1 year or 100
fills. Cartridge containing activated
charcoal, O- Rings & filters, allow
quick and easy changing of the filter
media when required. Replaces the
previous loose charcoal version.
R.R.P.
£19.50

SHARK BOTTLE OPENER
& KEY RING - KR SHK
Handy, lightweight aluminium key ring
& bottle opener in the shape of a shark
with rust free stainless steel split ring
attachment, In Eco-Friendly metallic
Green colour.
COLOUR: GREEN.
R.R.P.
£2.75
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HIGH PITCH SURVIVAL
WHISTLE - HPW
Amazingly high pitched whistle which
may be heard for miles, for use when
the need arises. Features stainless
steel spilt ring and high tensile
attachment clip to allow easy
attachment to many items of your
equipment.
COLOUR: ORANGE.

R.R.P.
£5.95

DELUXE SAFETY WHISTLE
- DSW
Extremely loud whistle which may be
heard over very long distances.
Features hole to allow attachment to
jacket or lanyard.
COLOUR: ORANGE.
R.R.P.
£3.35

FIN SHAPED WHISTLE
- FSW
Fin shaped loud whistle. Features a
split ring & convenient clip to allow
simple attachment to jacket, weight
belt or lanyard. Essential safety
equipment used to gain attention.
COLOUR: BLACK.

R.R.P.
£2.35

DIVE HELMET KEY RING
- KR HT
Key Ring in the shape of a traditional
‘hard hat’ diving helmet. Made from
high quality brass with clear lenses,
flexible chain with locking key
attachment. Show your love of diving
whilst keeping those important keys
handy.
R.R.P.
£8.95
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O-RINGS, O2 CLEAN GREASE & SERVICE KITS
NITROX CYLINDER
VALVE O-RINGS
- OR 111 N
Fits between UK type cylinder cross
flow valve & A-Clamp fitted regulator,
supplied in a pack of 10 for use with
nitrox.
R.R.P.
£7.65

NITROX CYLINDER
VALVE O-RINGS
- OR 112 N
Fits between European type cross
flow cylinder valve & A-Clamp style
regulator. Supplied 10 per pack for
use with nitrox.
R.R.P.
£7.65

NITROX CYLINDER
VALVE O-RINGS
- OR 213 N
Pack of 3 nitrox compatible O-Rings to
fit between cylinder & cross flow valve
with M25x2 thread.
R.R.P.
£7.65

ASSORTED PACK OF
NITROX O-RINGS
- OR MIX N

CYLINDER VALVE
O-RINGS - OR 111 S
Fits between UK type cross flow
cylinder valve & A-Clamp type
regulator, supplied in a pack of 10.
R.R.P.
£4.25

CYLINDER VALVE
O-RINGS - OR 112S
Fits between European type cross
flow cylinder valve & A-Clamp
regulator 1st stage. Supplied 10 per
pack.
R.R.P.
£4.25

CYLINDER VALVE
O-RINGS - OR 213 S
Pack of 3 O-rings to fit between
cylinder & cross flow valve with M25x2
thread.
R.R.P.
£4.25

ASSORTED PACK OF
O-RINGS - OR MIX S
A variety of 10 O-Rings to suit most
common diving equipment
applications.
R.R.P.
£4.25

10 X HIGH PRESSURE
HOSE SWIVEL O-RINGS
- OR HSWI
A pack of 10 O-Rings for use with high
pressure hose swivels.
R.R.P.

A variety of 10 nitrox compatible ORings to suit most common diving
equipment applications.
R.R.P.
£7.65

O-RINGS IN BULK

LARGE O-RING KIT OR KIT L

111 SIZE IN RUBBER
- OR B111 S

Large storage box containing an
assortment of 450 O-Rings in 38
different sizes ensuring that you have
the correct O-Ring for most diving
applications when required. Includes
O-Ring picks.
R.R.P.
£76.50

£3.95

Box of 1000 O-rings, bulk packed for
great value. Packaged in a handy dry
box.
R.R.P.
£101.00

111 SIZE IN VITON
- OR B111 N
£189.00

112 SIZE IN RUBBER
- OR B112 S
£101.00

112 SIZE IN VITON
- OR B112 N
£189.00

STANDARD O-RING KIT OR KIT S
Sectional storage box containing 180
mixed O-Rings in 18 different sizes to
cover a variety of diving
applications.
R.R.P.
£44.50

NITROX O-RING KIT
- OR KIT N
Polymer multi compartment storage
box containing 180 mixed Viton ORings, for use with Nitrox in 18
different sizes to cover a wide range of
uses and diving applications.
R.R.P.
£69.00
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O-RING PICKER TOOLS 4
PIECE SET - OR PTS
4 Piece Set of O-Ring Picker tools,
including straight, Hooked, 90
Degrees and Angled implements.
Perfect for easily removing O-Rings
and all other purposes where a sharp
tool is required. Each tool measures
around 5 ¼ inches/134mm in length
and weighs approximately 16 grams.
Chrome plated steel with ergonomic
comfortable Red ABS handles.
COLOUR : RED.
R.R.P.
1-£4.75 10-£4.25
£8.50

O-RING TANK & PICKER ORT
Rust free Mini Aluminium alloy Dry
Tank with retaining ring, containing
common Cylinder Valve outlet ORings with integral O-Ring picker tool.
COLOUR: BLUE.
R.R.P.
£8.50
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INFLATION GUNS, TYRE INFLATORS, HOSE ACCESSORIES & FOLDERS
TYRE INFLATOR - TYR
Attaches to most standard types of
hoses with a QD coupling to easily
inflate tyres, boats etc, fitted with a
standard tyre type Schrader valve,
from any air supply.
R.R.P.
£14.75

HOSE PROTECTORS
- HS PRO
Blister pack containing three
protectors for use on most types of
pressure hoses to avoid damage &
ensure a long life.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£4.75

HOSE CLIP - HS CLI
AIR INFLATION GUN
- GUN
Stainless steel air inflation gun with
push button trigger. Integrated split
ring & fast action attachment clip. Fits
regular QD coupling B.C.D. hose,
used to inflate lifting bags etc.
R.R.P.
£18.95

With swivel, for secure attachment of
gauge & octopus to B.C.D. Or
harness.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£2.95

HOSE MATE - HS MATE
With swivel, for secure attachment of
gauge & octopus to B.C.D. Or
harness.
COLOUR: BLACK
R.R.P.
£3.75

AIR INFLATION NOZZLE
- NOZ
Attaches to standard QD fitting B.C.D.
Hose to inflate lifting bags & other
e q u i p m e n t f r o m a i r c y l i n d e r.
Complete with split ring & rust free
attachment clip.
R.R.P.
£23.50

HOSE HOLDER - HS HOL
Heavy duty clip with swivel, for secure
attachment to your B.C.D. or harness
of gauge & octopus. 2 standard & 1
narrow hose clamp fittings.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£5.30

LOG BOOK INSERTS
- LG LOG
Dive log, with personal details,
equipment & qualification insert
sheets compatible with Beaver &
other 3 ring dive folders. 50 sheets per
pack printed both sides. Suitable for
any recognised diving organisation.
R.R.P.
£4.99

MAGNETIC OCTOPUS
HOLDER - MOH
For securing octopus attachment or
other similar hose, with magnetic
fixing & high tensile polymer holder.
Keeps secure and allows quick, easy
access if required with the worry of
being tangled.
R.R.P.
£26.55

SPIRAL HOSE WRAP
- HS WRA
DIVE FOLDER - FOL
3 ring cordulon folder for convenient
storage of essential papers, maps,
charts, log books etc. Also available
personalised for details please see
page 62.
COLOUR: BLACK.
R.R.P.
£21.50
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Bright Yellow coloured protective
sleeving for easy identification &
protection of Regulator, Octopus and
Direct Feed Inflation Hoses. Simply
& quickly applied to all types of
SCUBA Diving hoses, measures
approximately 90cms in length,
perfect for all applications..
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£4.25
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DRY CONTAINERS, SAVE A DIVE, RESUSCITATION & THE HORN
SMALL DRY BOX - BOX S
Compact 21 x 13 x 8 cm dry box with
rubber seal & two secure snap
fastenings to protect on the surface &
safely store essential equipment from
the harmful effects of contact with
water.
COLOURS: BLACK & YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£12.50

SAVE A DIVE KIT - SAVE
Should accompany you on every dive.
This kit could mean the difference
between a disappointing day sat on a
boat & what might be the dive of your
life. Contains rubber fin strap, 2 Orings, mask strap, regulator or snorkel
mouthpiece, snorkel holder, 2 mask
pins & tie wraps.
R.R.P.
£17.50

LARGE DRY BOX - BOX L
Durable 21 x 15 x 10 cm dry box with
rubber seal & two fast action secure
snap fastenings ideal for storage &
protection on the surface of vital
equipment that could be harmed by
water.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£24.95

E.A.R. FACE SHIELD
- EAR FS
Compact face shield that can provide
a more effective seal & reduce the risk
of material being passed back to the
resuscitator. Complete with handy
key-ring so you can always carry this
essential equipment.
R.R.P.
£4.95

SMALL DRY CANISTER
- SDC
Heavy duty hi-tensile polymer Dry
Canister measuring approximately
15.5 X 6.5 cms. Wwith screw closing,
O-ring seal & convenient attachment
lanyard. Suitable for keeping smaller
items like keys, batteries, cash etc.
safe from the extremes of the marine
environment at the surface in a boat or
on the beach.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£8.50

LARGE DRY CANISTER
- LDC
large Dry Caniseter manufactured
from hi-tensile polymer with screw
closing & O-ring seal. Suitable for
surface storage of mobile phone, first
aid kit, car keys, etc. With handy
attachment cord included. Measures
approximately 18 X 6.5 cms in total.
COLOUR: YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£11.25

MINI DRY TANK - MDT
Mini sized aluminium cylinder with Oring seal to prevent water penetration.
Used to keep small items secure &
dry, such as spare O-rings, matches
etc. Measures approximately 6 X 2
cms, split ring allows easy attachment
may also be used as a key ring.
COLOURS: BLUE & SILVER.
R.R.P.
£4.95
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E.A.R. FACE MASK
- EAR FM
Durable polymer face mask with fitting
for O 2 administration. Comes
complete with high durability, high
visibility case. This face mask can
improve efficiency of resuscitation
techniques & save lives.
R.R.P.
£18.95

AQUATEC DIVE HORN DHN
Compact sized SCUBA Horn,
attaches between a B.C.D. Inflator
and Low Pressure Direct Feed Hose.
Generates a loud resonating
frequency both under water and on
the surface to attract attention either in
an emergency, part of diver training or
pointing out features. Fitted with DIN
type QD Hose Connection, can be
quickly and easily installed and
removed. 125-135 DB noise level
underwater and can be heard on the
surface over a distance between ½
and 1 mile.
R.R.P.
£44.95
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SIGNALLING & FLAGS
SURFACE SIGNALLING
FLAG - FG SSF
Highly useful flag, 47x38cm, 140cm
pole, for attracting attention from
beneath the ocean swell or to make
yourself known in other marine
conditions. Elastic cords allow easy
attachment to your cylinder &
collapsable pole allows compact
storage. Complete with high visibility
lanyard and convenient whistle.
R.R.P.
£13.95

LARGE 'A' FLAG - FG LAF
Boat sized, 125 x 100 cm 'A' flag with
easy to use lanyards and cord locks,
designed to allow various options
when fixing the flag to a wide variety of
points. Internationally recognised to
indicate that divers are deployed in the
vicinity of your vessel, improving diver
safety.
R.R.P.
£23.50

SMALL 'A' FLAG - FG SAF
Handy 47 x 38cm 'A' flag with useful
140cm collapsable pole ensuring
easy storage & efficient assembly
when required. Strong polymer pole
makes mounting simple. Practical
size for small to medium sized boats.
Used to indicate that divers are
deployed in the vicinity of the vessel
improving diver safety.
R.R.P.
£22.95

BOAT 'A' FLAGS
An essential diver safety Boat 'A' flag a
vital symbol for alerting the presence
of underwater activities to other water
users. Available in large and small
sizes, which are perfect for all sizes of
dive boats. Complete with integral
attachment points to allow quick and
simple mounting.
SMALL BOAT ‘A’ FLAG - FG BAF S
35CM X 45CM
R.R.P.
£8.95
LARGE BOAT ‘A’ FLAG - FG BAF L
R.R.P.
50CM X 60CM
£10.75

SCUBA POINTER STICK SPS
300mm pointer stick with engraved
graduations. Ideal for
instructing
students or giving guided underwater
tours, can also be used for
approximating measurements of
smaller items. Comes with coil style
spring line and nylon attachment clip
enabling safe and secure attachment
to other equipment.
R.R.P.
£15.75

ALUMINIUM POINTER
STICK - APS
340mm long aluminium pointer &
measuring stick, supplied with a
durable & comfort wrist lanyard.
Perfect for use during a dive to point
out features such as wildlife or
guidance to students. The pointer
stick also has graduated
measurements allowing the user to
gauge lengths underwater.
COLOUR: BLUE.
R.R.P.
£13.25

SCUBA RATTLE &
POINTER- SRP
A handy combination of scuba rattle
and 8 inch graduated pointer to attract
the attention of other divers and then
point to wildlife and other interesting
underwater features. Comes
complete with wrist lanyard for ease of
use and security while diving.
R.R.P.
£21.50

MAGNETIC SCUBA
RATTLE - MSR
Aluminium bodied scuba rattle with a
cunningly concealed magnet that
holds the “Clapper” in place until
needed to prevent unwanted noise
when not in use. Comes complete with
comfort wrist lanyard for ease of use
and securing to your equipment.
R.R.P.
£22.75

SCUBA BELL - SSB
High polish rust free mini scuba bell
used to attract attention whilst diving.
Complete with wrist lanyard and cord
lock to enable easy carrying whilst
secured to wrist or attachment to other
equipment when not required.
R.R.P.
£26.50

STAINLESS SCUBA
RATTLE - SSR
High quality rust free stainless steel
rattle used to attract attention whilst
underwater. Complete with comfort
wrist lanyard to enable easy carrying
whilst secured to wrist or attachment
to other equipment when not required.
R.R.P.
£36.45
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TANK BANGER - TBR
Use to attract attention whilst
underwater, a crucial tool to help
buddy location in low visibility
conditions or used by buddy to attract
attention if required.
R.R.P.
£5.75
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PERSONALISED PRODUCTS, LUBRICANT & MEDICAL AIDS

CRYSTAL LUBE - CLUB

PERSONALISED
ADJUSTABLE MASK
STRAP - PAS
Your logo printed in one colour on a
neoprene mask strap. Minimum order
50. Attaches to mask with
comfortable, adjustable webbing &
replaces the standard strap.
COLOURS: BLACK, ROYAL BLUE
& FLO. YELLOW.
R.R.P.
£7.75

YOUR
LOGO AND
TEXT HERE

28gm of Flouro-Ultra O2 grease in a
handy syringe for accurate no waste
application. For use when servicing
cylinder valves and regulators that are
O2 clean for Nitrox.
R.R.P.
£29.25

AQUAWAX - WAX

PERSONALISED MASK
STRAP COVER - PMSC
Your logo printed in one colour on a
neoprene mask strap. Minimum order
quantity of 50. For use together with a
standard mask strap.
COLOURS: BLACK & ROYAL
BLUE.
R.R.P.
£7.85

YOUR
LOGO AND
TEXT HERE

1 ounce - 28 Gram Stick of 100% pure
natural beeswax moulded into an
easy to apply form for quick and
simple application. Lubricates &
protects all types of dry suit zips,
regular use will assist in ease of dry
suit use & prolong the lifespan of zip
fasteners .
R.R.P.
£3.45

AQUALUBE - LUB
50ml bottle of Beaver Aqualube zip
lube & protector with built in brush for
fast and simple application to all
components of zips of any type.
Approved by all reputable zip
manufacturers to prolong the lifespan
of zips used in & around the water.
Regular use will assist in relieving zip
stiffness and prevent zips from
sticking, specially formulated for use
in the most extreme conditions.
R.R.P.
£8.25

PERSONALISED FRIDGE
MAGNET - P FM
Your logo and text on a eye-catching
fridge magnet. Minimum order
quantity of 25.
AVAILABLE PRINT SIZE:
70MM X 45MM
R.R.P.
£2.50

AQUAGEL

PERSONALISED DIVE
FOLDER - PFOL
Your logo printed in white or
embroidered in full colour on a
cordulon dive folder. Minimum order
quantity of 30 single colour screen
print or can be supplied with full colour
embroidery, with a minimum of 500.
R.R.P.
£19.99
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YOUR
LOGO AND
TEXT
HERE

Super High Quality Dive Grade
Silicone Grease available in a choice
of 3 conveniently sized re-sealable
tubs, 15, 60 AND 500 Grammes.
Specifically formulated to lubricate &
protect O-rings, valves, hoses &
regulators. Ensuring your vital
equipment remains in tip top condition
& remains corrosion free.
R.R.P.
15 GM. PERSONAL SIZE - GEL 15
£5.75
60 GM. REGULAR SIZE - GEL 60
£10.99
500 GM. PROFESSIONAL SIZE GEL 500
£47.25
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ADHESIVES, LUBRICANT & ANTI-FOG PRODUCTS
AQUASURE+FD TWIN
PACK - MN AQU 14
The worldwide industry standard for
permanent, maximum strength
repairs to wet or dry suits and many
other types of water sports products
including inflatable’s etc. Flexible
toluene free urethane formula
waterproofs, seals & also protects
against abrasion. 2 X 7 Gramme
tubes with applicator brush.
R.R.P.
£10.10

AQUASURE + FD - MN
AQU 28
The legendary Aquasure flexible
sealant & emergency repair adhesive.
Handy sized 28 Gram tube. Safe and
envionmentally friendly toluene free
ingredients.
R.R.P.
£10.10

AQUASURE + FD
- MN AQU 250
Aquasure + FD flexible sealant &
repair adhesive, renowned
throughout the world has the market
leading sealant and repair adhesive.
Large size, economic 250 Ml. tube,
ideal for regular use and by repair
centres and manufacturers.
R.R.P.
£31.95

AQUASURE + FD
- MN AQU 310
Toluene Free, safe and easy to use
Aquasure flexible sealant & repair
adhesive. 310 ml. cartridge for use
with a standard ‘silicone’ gun type
pump assembly. For intensive use
during manufacture and by busy dive
equipment repair centres .
R.R.P.
£35.65

COTOL-240 PLUS 30ML
- MN COT 30
Toluene Free Precleaner and cure
accelerator for use with Aquasure® &
Seamgrip® urethane adhesives.
Speeds tack time to 15 minutes and
full cure time to less than 2 hours,
supplied in a convenient 30ml bottle
complete with protective latex gloves..
R.R.P.
£8.65

1 LITRE COTOL CURE
ACCELERATOR + X
- MN COT 1L
A convenient and economical 1litre tin
of Cotol Cure Accelerator + X for more
regular or commercial users.
Environmentally friendly formula, safe
to use with Aquaseal, Aquasure and
Sea Grip Urethane Adhesives.
R.R.P.
£49.99

BLACK WITCH
DISPENSER - MN BWD
25 x 28 gram tubes of McNett Gear Aid
Black Witch neoprene contact
adhesive in a stylish counter display,
proven to help increase sales.
Toluene Free formula for safe use
carrying out fast and efficient repairs
to wetsuits and any other item made
from neoprene ort similar materials.
R.R.P.
£147.75
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SEAM GRIP - MN GRP 28
Ideal adhesive & repair sealant for
nylon products such as membrane
dry suits, dry cags etc. 28.4 Gram
tube.
R.R.P.
£9.95

SEAM GRIP - MN GRP 250
Economic 250 ml. tube of Seam Grip
Sealer & Adhesive for repairing
surfaces or sealing seams of natural &
synthetic fabrics, waterproof
laminates, leather, vinyl & all types of
waders, footwear, neoprene, PVC &
rubber. Ideal size for dive centres
offering suit repairs.
R.R.P.
£31.95

SEA DROPS ANTI-FOG &
LENS CLEANER
Safe for all glass & plastic lenses will
not harm surrounding silicone or
rubber support frames. Designed for
maximum dive mask defogging and
quick, easy, in-field application. Also
excellent for ski goggles, eye glasses,
face masks, binoculars & telescopes.
Not recommended for swim goggles.
60ML BOTTLE WITH BRUSH
R.R.P.
- MN DRP 60
£6.50
37ML BOTTLE
- MN DRP 37
£4.95

SEA GOLD ANTI-FOG GEL
- MN GOL
This unique clear formula means long
lasting anti-fog protection. Sea Gold is
highly concentrated & designed for
quick, simple, in-field application. Sea
Gold is safe for all glass & plastic
lenses & will not harm surrounding
silicone or rubber support frames. Not
recommended for swimming goggles.
R.R.P.
£7.75

SEA BUFF - MN BUF
Special dive mask pre-cleaner or slate
cleaner. Sea Buff carefully removes
the silicon residue which exists on all
new dive mask lenses due to the
manufacturing process. Removal of
this residue ensures that future
applications of Sea Drops™, Sea
Gold™ or Sea Quick anti-fog products
are more effective.
R.R.P.
£5.65

BLACK WITCH - MN BW
The new Black Witch “toluene free
formula” is suitable for quick, (up to
one hour) repairs, of Neoprene rips
and tears and especially suitable for
Neoprene butt end jointing of seams
or edges, where rubber is directly
bonded together. Black Witch is also
suitable for use on latex wrist and neck
seals etc. Note: When quick repairs
are not required, or to re-coat high
wear abrasion areas such as knee or
elbow sections etc, use McNett
Aquasure high strength, permanent
adhesive.
R.R.P.
£7.50
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ANTI-FOG & CARE PRODUCTS
GOGGLE BRIGHT ANTIFOG & LENS CLEANER
- MN GOG
Goggle Bright provides high
performance anti-fogging in a
convenient pump spray. The unique
non-toxic and alcohol free gel formula
provides powerful and long lasting
cdrystal clear vision on all types of
swimming goggles. Goggle Bright is
also suitable as a general anti-fog and
lens cleaner for glasses, snow skiing
goggles, hockey masks, paintball
goggles, telescopes, night vision
goggles, motorcycling goggles,
binoculars, camera housings etc.
R.R.P.
£7.50

SILICONE GREASE
- MN SIL
Handy 7 Gram (0.25oz) tube. For use
to condition & lubricate all O-Rings
etc., extending their useful life &
providing a better seal. Specially
formulated for use with SCUBA Diving
Equipment.
R.R.P.
£6.50

QUICK ANTI-FOG SPRAY
- MN QCK
Anti-Fog provides high performance
anti-fogging in a convenient pump
spray. This special formula provides
long lasting fog-free vision on dive
masks. Also ideal for hockey masks,
paintball goggles, telescopes, night
vision goggles, binoculars, camera
housings etc. Not recommended for
swimming goggles.
R.R.P.
£7.95

ZIPPER WAX - MN WAX
Uniquely formulated ecological
biodegradable paraffin based stick
formula for lubricating plastic and
metal zippers on wet & dry suits, boat
covers, tents etc. 20 Gram supplied in
an ultra convenient multi use
container, ensures your Zipper Wax is
in the best possible condition for quick
and easy application. Some zip and
suit manufacturers recommend the
use of silicon and paraffin free formula
product such as McNett Zipper
Cleaner or Zipper Lubricant, or
Beaver Zip Lube.
R.R.P.
£6.95

ZIPPER CLEANER &
LUBRICANT - MN ZIP
Gear Aid Zipper Cleaner & Lubricant
is the ultimate zipper care for pla stic,
nylon or metal zippers. Unique brush
top enables the cleaner to be
delivered between the teeth &
physically removes harmful dirt, sand,
& salt deposits that can jam the zipper.
Silicone & Paraffin free formula. R.R.P.
£7.75

ZIPPER STICK
LUBRICANT - MN TEC
High performance, improved Zip Tech
formula, providing easier application
to lubricate many types of water and
air tight zip fasteners. Superb level of
Protection against rust, corrosion,
chlorine and salt in all temperatures,
contains no paraffin or silicone,
perfect for use in our valuable
underwater marine environment.
Supplied as a convenient multi use
twin pack, containing 2 X 4.5 Gram.
containers which allow quick and easy
application.
R.R.P.
£7.95
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SILICONE PUMP - MN SPU
Silicone Protectant Water based
Pump Spray lubricates conditions &
protects water sports equipment from
rust, salt water corrosion and
oxidisation and also makes sliding in
and out of a wetsuit easy with a quick
and easy application. The highest
quality food grade silicone preserves
neoprene and rubber materials,
ensuring an extended life for
expensive equipment and keeps
neoprene supple and looking good.
Large 250 ml. bottle with fast action
pump action dispenser.
R.R.P.
£8.10

SEAL SAVER DRYSUIT
SEAL CONDITIONER
- MN SAV
37 ml. bottle. Protects & conditions dry
suit seals, gaskets, O-Rings & rubber
products. Preserves & maintains latex
& neoprene seals while inhibiting
oxidation & deterioration. Use
regularly to ensure that your drysuit
seals are in tip-top condition.
R.R.P.
£7.50

AQUASURE + FD REPAIR
KIT - MN AQK
Neat kit for quick & easy repairs to
Wet and Dry Suits and many other
types of water sports equipment.
Small but mighty package contains 7
grammes of Aquasure +FD, 1 Clear
and 2 Black 7.6cm diameter
tenacious tape repair patches and
application brush.
R.R.P.
£9.55
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CARE, TRAVEL PRODUCTS & TOWELS
WETSUIT + DRYSUIT
SHAMPOO - MN WET
Complete, scientifically balanced
maintenance system for all neoprene
& watersports gear. Leaves neoprene
articles free of organic residue,
chlorine & salt deposits. Contains
Revivex and Chlorine Remover to
ensure that all suits are ultra clean
after use.
R.R.P.
£8.25

REVIVEX B.C.D. CLEANER
- MN BCL
Complete cleaning and maintenance
system for all types of B.C.D.s.
Regular use leaves B.C.D. shell,
interior lining, hose and valves
conditioned and free of damaging salt
crystals, chlorine and organic residue.
Contains ecological scientifically
balanced and biodegradable Revivex,
supplied in a conveniently sized 250
ml. bottle, removes organic residue
and helps your Buoyancy Control
Device remain in perfect condition.
R.R.P.
£8.95

MIRAZYME - MN MIR
MiraZyme is a unique perfume free,
biodegradable odor eliminator. Ideal
for wet suits, dry suits, life vests,
clothing, tents, backpacks, waders,
neoprene gloves & booties etc.
Penetrates into the pores of fabric,
rubber, & even hard surfaces to
eliminate odour naturally.250 ml.
bottle.
R.R.P.
£11.95

NI-GLOW GLOW MARKER
- MN NG
Designed for marking equipment and
personal property and for anything
you may wish to locate in the dark..
Quickly recharges using sun or
artificial light sources, torches, LED's,
car headlamps etc. Glows for up to 10
hours in darkness. Power and battery
free, purely physical process, with no
chemical or radioactive reaction.
Supplied with jointing and key ring
clips for attachment and multiple use.
SIZE: 5 X 1.2 CMS.
COLOURS: CRYSTAL CLEAR,
DRAGON GREEN, BLAZE
ORANGE, PANTHER PINK, SOUR
LEMON & ATOMIC BLUE.
R.R.P.
£5.25
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NEO-SLIX WET SUIT
LUBRICANT - MN NEO
NeoSlix wet suit lubricant to help
ensure fast & stress free entry or exit
from Neoprene wet or dry suits. Also
prevents skin rashes caused by
abrasions and helps to prolong the life
of the suit. Suitable for use on latex
seals, neoprene, silicone and rubber.
R.R.P.
£8.05

TENACIOUS TAPE
- MN TEN
Tenacious Sealing & Repair Tape is
ideal for fast, infield repairs, on kites &
sails etc. Clear, matte finish provides
nearly invisible repairs. Residue free if
tape removed. Tape roll: 7.6 cm x 50
cm.
R.R.P.
£7.65

NEOPRENE PATCH - MN
NP
Iron on Repair Fabric for Neoprene,
measuring 254 X 150 mms. Provides
a strong, flexible & permanent repair
to damaged neoprene or similar
fabrics. Applies in seconds with a
household iron, abrasion resistant
with extra strong Barritex Lining.
R.R.P.
£12.9

TALCUM POWDER
- MN TAL
High quality unscented Talcum
Powder, manufactured from the finest
French Chalk. Helps preserve latex
and rubber seals, eases entry into
water sports suits, and helps prevent
chafing. Also used for dusting
Aquasure repairs etc. Handy 100
Gram self-sealing dispensing
container.
R.R.P.
£7.25

OUTGO PT POD
MICROFIBER TOWEL
- MN TOP
The PT Pod™ by Outgo® from
McNett is designed for your active
lifestyle, with inbuilt storeage pocket,
weighs just 91 grammes and absorbs
an incredible five times its weight in
water! Featuring a headphone slot,
snap-loop attachment and zippered
pocket to store your valuables, this
makes one convenient towel.
SIZE: 51 X 81 CMS.
COLOUR: O8TGO GREEN.
R.R.P.
£16.50
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SUIT VALVES & HOSES

APEKS FITTING DRY SUIT
INFLATION HOSES

DRY SUIT SWIVEL
INFLATOR - AP INA

Apeks fitting quick release suit
inflation hose with 3/8" UNF fitting. Fits
Apeks dry suit inflation valves with
CEJN type coupling.
R.R.P.
STANDARD LENGTH 74cm
- AP HSS
£43.75
EXTRA LONG 91cm
- AP HSL
£42.50

Apeks suit inflation valve with swivel
for easy comfort adjustment. For use
with Apeks hoses with CEJN type
coupling. Allows correct airflow rate to
maintain buoyancy.
R.R.P.
£37.50

DIN FITTING SWIVEL SUIT
INFLATOR - AP IND
Apeks suit inflation valve with swivel
for easy comfort adjustment. Allows
correct airflow rate to maintain
buoyancy. For use with QD coupling,
DIN fitting hose.

DIN FITTING SUIT
INFLATION HOSE
- AP HSD

R.R.P.
£37.50

Apeks quick release suit inflation hose
with 3/8" UNF fitting. For standard DIN
type, QD coupling dry suit inflation
valves. 71cm length.
R.R.P.
£39.25

DRYSUIT INFLATOR HOSE
ATTACHMENT - AP IND HA
NEW T
DUC
PRO

HIGH PROFILE
AUTOMATIC SUIT
EXHAUST VALVE - AP EXH
Traditional style Apeks high profile dry
suit exhaust valve. Expanding air
automatically vents from the suit,
assisting buoyancy control.
R.R.P.
£53.95

LOW PROFILE
AUTOMATIC SUIT
EXHAUST VALVE - AP EXA
Apeks low profile dry suit exhaust
valve. Expanding air automatically
vents from the suit, assisting
buoyancy control.
R.R.P.
£53.95

CUFF MOUNTED SUIT
EXHAUST VALVE - AP EXC
Apeks cuff mounted dry suit exhaust
valve, low maintenance, allows simple
venting when required by the raising of
the arm.
R.R.P.
£18.95
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Replacement Hose Attachment
Nipple Connector for Apeks type dry
suit inflation valves. Allows cost
effective conversion for use with
standard DIN Fitting B.C.D. Type
Hose.
R.R.P.
£6.50

GROMMET SUIT VALVE
BACKING DISC - AP BAC
Apeks Grommet style Rubber
reinforcing disc for Apeks & most
other types of suit inflation &
automatic exhaust valves. Provides a
strong but flexible and more watertight
seal & extends the lifetime of your
valves. Dual layer which allows
internal and external bonding if
desired, perfect for use on all types
of
R.R.P.
Rubber, Trilaminate and Neoprene
£7.95
Dry Suits.

SUIT VALVE BACKING
DISC - SC BAC
Rubber reinforcing disc for Apeks &
most other types of dry suit inflation &
automatic exhaust relief valves.
Provides a more watertight seal &
extends the lifetime valves fitted to dry
suits. Requires professional
installation using Beaver Aquabond –
Product Code BOND or Two Part
Adhesive and Accelerator – Product
Codes GLUE TP and GLUE AC.
R.R.P.
£4.15
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LATEX SEALS & REPAIR MATERIALS
LATEX NECK SEALS
Medium weight, extra flexible latex
neck seal. To be fitted using Beaver
Aquabond or McNett - Gear Aid Seal
Cement.
EXTRA SMALL SIZE
- LNS XS
SMALL SIZE - LNS S
STANDARD SIZE
- LNS STD

Heavy duty flexible latex neck seal. Fit
using Beaver Aquabond or McNett Gear Aid Seal Cement.
SMALL SIZE - LNS HD S
STANDARD SIZE
- LNS HD STD

R.R.P.
£13.25

CONE SHAPED WRIST
SEALS
Pair of cone shaped, standard duty,
extra flexible latex seal. Fit using
Beaver Aquabond or McNett - Gear
Aid Seal Cement.
SMALL SIZE - CWS S
STANDARD SIZE - CWS STD

R.R.P.
£7.85

BOTTLE SHAPED WRIST
SEALS
Pair of bottle shaped, medium weight,
extra flexible latex seal. Fit using
Beaver Aquabond or McNett - Gear
Aid Seal Cement.
SMALL SIZE - BWS S
STANDARD SIZE - BWS STD

R.R.P.
£18.25

HEAVY DUTY CONE
WRIST SEALS
Pair of cone shaped, heavy duty
flexible latex seals. Fit using Beaver
Aquabond or McNett - Gear AidSeal
Cement.
SMALL SIZE - CWS HD S
STANDARD SIZE - CWS HD STD
R.R.P.
£10.35

HEAVY-DUTY BOTTLE
WRIST SEALS
Pair of bottle shaped, heavy duty
flexible latex seals. Fit using Beaver
Aquabond or McNett - Gear AidSeal
Cement.
SMALL SIZE - BWS HD S
STANDARD SIZE - BWS HD STD
R.R.P.
£10.35

LATEX DRYSUIT SOCKS
R.R.P.
£7.85

LATEX ANKLE SEALS
Pair of bottle shaped, standard
weight, extra flexible latex seals. Fit
using Beaver Aquabond or McNett Gear Aid Seal Cement.
STANDARD SIZE
- LAS STD

HEAVY DUTY LATEX
NECK SEALS

R.R.P.
£8.75

MANCHETTE WRIST
SEALS
Pair of heavy duty latex extra long
manchette style wrist seals. Fit using
Beaver Aquabond or McNett - Gear
Aid Seal Cement.
SMALL SIZE - MAN S
STANDARD SIZE - MAN STD
R.R.P.
£13.15

MELCO KNEE PADS
- MKP
Pair of ergonomically shaped iron on
pad, measuring 26 X 16 cms. suitable
for repairing or reinforcing suits.
R.R.P.
£17.75
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3D style O.E.M. or replacement latex
socks to suit trilaminate type
Drysuits.To be fitted using Beaver
Aquabond or McNett - Gear Aid Seal
Cement. 290mm in total length, to fit
suits with an opening of approximately
266mm.
SMALL SIZE - LDS S
MEDIUM SIZE - LDS M
LARGE SIZE - LDS L

R.R.P.
£17.35

AQUATAPE ROLLS
25 metre long roll of 0.5mm wide
neoprene repair tape. Smooth on one
side, with clothe impression on
reverse. Use Beaver Aquabond or
Tivofix two part adhesive to apply.
R.R.P.
40MM WIDTH - AQT 40
£146.99
30MM WIDTH - AQT 30
£108.99
22MM WIDTH - AQT 22
£76.50

AQUATAPE BY THE
METRE
Neoprene repair tape available cut to
length. Apply using Beaver Aquabond
or Tivofix two part adhesive. 0.5mm
wide, smooth on one side, with clothe
impression on reverse.
R.R.P.
40MM WIDTH - AQT 40M
£9.45
30MM WIDTH - AQT 30M
£7.65
22MM WIDTH - AQT 22M
£6.15
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SUIT COMPONENTS & REPAIR MATERIALS
NEOPRENE DRY SUIT
BOOTS - B D4
4mm neoprene hard soled Drysuit
boots. Tough reinforced sole,
removeable insoles, reinforced
uppers, integral fin retainers and
removeable webbing retaining strap.
P e r f e c t f o r m o s t Tr i l a m i n a t e
Membrane or Compressed Neoprene
type Drysuits. Requires profesional
fitting using Beaver Aquabond two
part adhesive.
SIZES: XS 5/6 (37/38), S 6/7 (38/39),
M 7/8 (39/40), L 8/9 (41/42), XL 10/11
(43/44), XXL 11/12 (45/46), XXXL
13/14 (47/48), & XXXXL 14/15
(49/50),
R.R.P.
£99.50

BINDING TAPE
25mm wide black sew on elastic tape
for finishing exposed edges of
neoprene material etc.
100 METRE ROLL
R.R.P.
- BINTAPE
NEW T
£99.00
DUC PER METRE - BINTAPEM
PRO
£2.95

MAUSER TAPE
15mm wide black sew on elastic tape
for finishing seams on neoprene
material etc.
150 METRE ROLL
- MAUTAPE

R.R.P.
£88.00

PER METRE - MAUTAPEM
£2.65

NEOPRENE DRY SUIT
BOOTS - B ND
7mm neoprene hard soled boots.
Extra tough sole, reinforced uppers &
integral fin retainers. Fit using Beaver
Aquabond two part adhesive.
UK SIZES: 4/5, 5/6, 6/7, 7/8, 8/9, 9/10,
10/11, 11/12, 12/13 & 13/14.
EUROPEAN SIZES: 38/39, 39/40,
40/41, 41/42, 42/43, 43/44, 44/45,
45/46, 47/48 & 48/50.
SEE PAGE 8 FOR SIZE
CONVERSION CHART.
R.R.P.
£79.95

DRYSUIT BRACES
- SC BRA
Ready to fit elasticated braces with
quick release clips. Fully adjustable for
optimal comfort. Fit professionally using
Beaver Aquabond two part adhesive.
R.R.P.
£17.95

AQUASOLVE - SOLVE
125ml tin of solvent cleaner suitable
for cleaning suits & removing marks &
excess adhesive. Also suitable for
removing grease & debris before a
repair.
R.R.P.
£16.50

AQUABOND - BOND
Two part adhesive in handy size
250ml tin plus 10ml bottle of
accelerator. Ideal for gluing most
rubber, nylon & hypalon type fabrics.
Wet suits, dry suit seals, inflatable
boats, etc. For a strong, durable &
watertight bond. Designed and
Intended for a single use Dry Suit
Repair.
R.R.P.
£28.95

BULK ADHESIVES
TIVOFIX - TWO PART CONTACT
ADHESIVE for extra strong bonding
of neoprene, rubber & most other
materials. Requires 1 accelerator per
tin.
THINNERS - Toluene based thinners
suitable for most cleaning
applications.

REINFORCING DISC
- SC REI
Ready to fit 6.5cm diameter neoprene
reinforcing disc. For use where three or
more seams meet, or as a repair patch.
First coated for fast, easy fitting using
Beaver Aquabond two part adhesive.
R.R.P.
£1.25

5 LITRE TIVOFIX ADHESIVE
R.R.P.
- GLUE TP
£112.50
TIVOFIX ACCELERATOR
- GLUE AC
£34.75
THINNERS - GLUE TH
£59.95

TOLUENE BASED ADHESIVES MUST
NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE TO
THE GENERAL PUBLIC
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DRY SUIT ZIPS 7NEOPRENE SHEETS
DRY ZIP SIZES
When ordering a dry suit zip, whether for a new suit or as a replacement, it
is vital that the length of the zip is correct. To assist in ordering and to
minimise the chances of ordering the wrong size zip please use the
following guide.

FLEX-SMOOTH - SUPERSTRETCH
SMOOTHSKIN NEOPRENE SHEET
Superstretch smoothskin neoprene lined on one side
with Black nylon jersey, super flexible, ideal for
comfortable long lasting seals.
NOMINAL SHEET SIZE: 2.1 X 1.27 METRES.
BLACK 3MM - NF 3

R.R.P.
£125.95

BLACK 5MM - NF 5
£161.00

Zip Length

FLEX-SMOOTH

SUPERSTRETCH

Each end of the zip, not the zip panel, is finished with moulded rubber
block that seals and holds together the ends of the two sides of the zip. The
length as specified in the product descriptions below is taken to extreme
ends of the rubber blocks at each end of the zip.

STANDARD DUTY DRY
SUIT ZIPS
Standard grade dry suit zip suitable for
most drysuits, with extra wide backing
for increased adhesion.
R.R.P.
81CM- ZIP S81
£105.50
86CM- ZIP S86
£107.50
91CM- ZIP S91
£111.50
96CM - ZIP S96
£112.50
101CM - ZIP S101
£117.25

HEAVY DUTY DRY SUIT ZIP
- ZIP DH
91 cm long extreme heavy duty BDM dry
suit zip with extra wide backing for
excellent adhesion & large teeth to
ensure prolonged service, widely used on
commercial suits for intensive use.
R.R.P.
£159.95

IN ADDITION, WE SUPPLY A
COMPLETE RANGE OF NEOPRENE
SHEETS WHICH ARE AVAILABLE
TO ORDER.
MINIMUM QUANTITY IS 10
SHEETS OF THE SAME
TYPE/COLOUR COMBINATION.
PLEASE CONTACT US WITH YOUR
REQUIREMENTS & WE WOULD BE
DELIGHTED TO QUOTE PRICES
ETC.

DRY CONVENIENCE ZIP
- ZIP DC
Standard grade BDM 25.4cm long dry
suit convenience zip with high grade
backing for excellent adhesion.
R.R.P.
£75.35
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NEW SUIT SIZING CHART

NEW OCEAN FLEX SUIT SIZING CHART

IMPERIAL

HEIGHT
MIN

MAX

INSIDE LEG
MIN

MAX

WAIST
MIN

MAX

CHEST
MIN

MAX

HIPS
MIN

MAX

E XT RA S MALL XS

5'0"

5'4"

24"

27"

28"

32"

30"

34"

31"

34"

S MALL S

5'2"

5'6"

25"

28"

29"

33"

31"

35"

32"

36"

S MALL / ME DI UM S M

5'4"

5'8"

26"

29"

31"

35"

33"

37"

34"

38"

ME DI UM M

5'6"

5'10"

27"

30"

33"

37"

35"

39"

36"

40"

ME DI UM P LUS MP

5'7"

5'11"

27"

30"

39"

43"

41"

46"

42"

47"

ME DI UM T ALL MT

5'9"

6'1"

2 8 .5 "

3 1 .5 "

33"

37"

35"

39"

36"

40"

ME DI UM / LARGE ML

5'8"

6'0"

28"

31"

35"

39"

37"

41"

38"

42"

LARGE L

5'10"

6'2"

29"

32"

37"

41"

39"

43"

40"

45"

LARGE P LUS LP

5'10"

6'2"

29"

32"

41"

46"

43"

49"

44"

50"

E XT RA LARGE XL

6'0"

6'4"

30"

33"

39"

43"

41"

46"

42"

47"

E XT RA E XT RA LARGE XXL 6 ' 2 "

6'6"

31"

34"

41"

46"

43"

49"

44"

50"

METRIC

HEIGHT
MIN

MAX

INSIDE LEG
MIN

MAX

WAIST
MIN

MAX

CHEST
MIN

MAX

HIPS
MIN

MAX

EXTRA SMALL XS

1.52 M

1.62 M

61 CM

69 CM

71 CM

81 CM

76 CM

86 CM

79 CM

86 CM

SMALL S

1.57 M

1.68 M

63 CM

71 CM

74 CM

84 CM

79 CM

89 CM

81 CM

91 CM

SMALL / MEDI UM SM

1.62 M

1.73 M

66 CM

74 CM

79 CM

89 CM

84 CM

94 CM

86 CM

96 CM

MEDI UM M

1.68 M

1.78 M

68 CM

76 CM

84 CM

94 CM

89 CM

99 CM

91 CM

101 CM

MEDI UM PLUS MP

1.70 M

1.80 M

68 CM

76 CM

99 CM

109 CM

104 CM

117 CM

107 CM

119 CM

MEDI UM TALL MT

1.75 M

1.85 M

72 CM

80 CM

84 CM

94 CM

89 CM

99 CM

91 CM

101 CM

MEDI UM / LARGE ML

1.73 M

1.83 M

71 CM

79 CM

89 CM

99 CM

94 CM

104 CM

96 CM

107 CM

LARGE L

1.78 M

1.88 M

74 CM

81 CM

94 CM

104 CM

99 CM

109 CM

101 CM

114 CM

LARGE PLUS LP

1.78 M

1.88 M

74 CM

81 CM

104 CM

117 CM

109 CM

124 CM

112 CM

127 CM

EXTRA LARGE XL

1.83 M

1.93 M

76 CM

84 CM

99 CM

109 CM

104 CM

117 CM

107 CM

119 CM

EXTRA EXTRA LARGE XXL 1.88 M

1.98 M

79 CM

86 CM

104 CM

117 CM

109 CM

124 CM

112 CM

127 CM

*INSIDE LEG MEASURED TO UPPER ANKLE BONE.

Please note this is a guide only, due to the flexible nature of materials
used a size chart is no substitute for fitting a suit at your local dealer.
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OLD SUIT SIZING CHART

PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A GUIDE ONLY, DUE TO THE FLEXIBLE NATURE OF MATERIALS
USED A SIZE CHART IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR FITTING A SUIT AT YOUR LOCAL
DEALER.
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PRO DIVE GEAR
BEAVER SPORTS (YORKS.) LTD.
FLINT STREET
FARTOWN
HUDDERSFIELD
WEST YORKSHIRE
HD1 6LG - UK
TEL: 00-44-(0)1484-512354
E-MAIL: sales@beaversports.co.uk
WEB SITE: www.beaversports.co.uk
PLEASE PROTECT
OUR ENVIRONMENT

PRO DIVE GEAR

Recycle
After Use

Online
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QR CODE
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BEAVER SPORTS ACCEPT MOST DEBIT &
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